
April 6, 1992

To: IMYM Representatives to AFSC and FWCC (copies to Reps to
FCNL, to Regional Clerics, to David Henkel, Leslie Stephens, and
Randy Herrick-Stare)

From: Martin Cobin, IMYM Clerk (1720 Linden Ave., Boulder, Co 80304,
Tel. 303/442-5047)

Subjects: Representation and the IMYM Program

The Illness of my wite’s mother has delayed my attention to a number
of IMYM matters, including those I want to address here. I hope you can bear
with me and help me deal with these concerns; sufficient time remains.

I started by writing to our representatives to FCNL (I enclose a copy
of that memo as the simplest way of giving you their names and addresses.)
Let me begin by sharing here your names, addresses, and telephone numbers
as known to me (please make corrections if needed):

AFSC
Nick Moceri 819 Norris, Prescott, AZ 86301 602/778-5971
Elise Boulding 624 Pearl St. *206, Boulder, CO 80302 303/449-

1617
Bill Gross 1401 Las Lomas Rd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 505/242-

5785
Steve Ratcllffe 676 5. 1200 E., Salt Lake City, UT 84102 801/583-

5815
FWCC

Arline Hobson 1536 W. Greenlee, Tucson, AZ 85705 602/887-3050
Barbara Neal 629 Dixon, Gold Hill, Boulder, CO 80302 303/939-9724
Bill Durland PD Box 308, Cokedale, CO 81032 719/846-7460
Elaine Emmi 1968 Herbert Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84108 801/582-

0719

As a Yearly Meeting, we’re invited to send representatives to a
variety of larger Quakerly organizations. To date, we have chosen to do so
with AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC. IMYM supports this financially and it is
appropriate that our representatives serve as communication links with the
Yearly Meeting and at the annual gathering. The selection of representatives
is done (directly or through nomination), however, by our regional meetings.
I take this to mean that the primary communication responsibility of our
representatives is to Friends within their respective regions. There should
be no need to duplicate at Yearly Meeting, therefore, the reports and
communications that can take place at the Regional Meetings or among
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1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
April 7, 1992

Dear LaDonna,

Thank you very much indeed for gathering and sending the information
regarding Arizona Regional appointments. That was of tremendous help in
enabling me to get back to some overdue work.

June and I have been in the midst of a stressful period because of the
health of June’s mother After the most recent of her anticipated on the
verge of deatV periods, she deteriorated to the point where June and I, with
occasional help from one of our daughters (the only one living in Colorado),
took turns sleeping at night in her apartment. Her physical needs then
became such that the only place they could be met was in a nursing home,
where she now lives. We’ve just finished moving everything out of her
apartment. While we have the concern to visit and Interact with her
regularly, our own lives are definitely more normal now——at least in our
ability to relate to one another and to our other interests and
responsibilities.

I appreciate the thoughts you shared with me regarding Yearly
Meeting. I, too, read with interest the responses to the questions regarding
IMYM. I also found of great interest your responses to the responses. I
expect to be fascinated by the ongoing process of searching. I don’t know
how Quakers compare with others as complainers; certainly I’ve had the
misfortune to be among people who were greater complainers and certainly I
know many Quakers with lovely dispositions. While I recognize a
considerable amount of complaint, I also recognize the presence of many
with positive attitudes and the need for us to not allow the former to
obscure the latter We must also be careful, I think, to avoid confusing a
restless searching (for something which may not even be well or
consciously defined) with complaint.

I don’t know the nature of the past experience with yearly meetings of
those who are seeking alternative ways of conducting our own yearly
meeting. My guess is that this varies greatly. I’m not clear, however, as to
the relevance of past or prevailing practices. I believe you are responding,
based on your own knowledge and experience and perception of its value, to
the manner in which yearly meetings generally and traditionally function. I
would assume, perhaps erroneously, that you want IMYM to function in the
same way in order to achlee the same beneficial results. Given a clear
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IMYM representatives to FCNL meet their responsibility to their regions, it
would be largely duplicated effort to repeat their reports on FCNL at the
yearly meeting; it would also be extremely Inefficient if these
representatives did not communicate within their regions but reported only
to the much smaller number of Friends from their regions (whom they hod
the responsibility to serve) who happened to attend the yearly meeting.
What, then, should take place at the yearly meeting with regard to FCNL? A
few possibilities occur to me. An FCNL staff member might give a report
(using scarce resources more effectively by coming to a yearly meeting
rather than traveling to all the regions or monthly meetings). All the
regions’ representatives to FCNL could meet to exchange information and
Ideas (with themselves, or with the FCNL visitor If one came, or with all the
meeting liaison people for FCNL activities). An Interest Group could be
conducted to Inform any yearly meeting attenders especially interested In
learning more about FCNL. A Concern Group could be organized if there were
a number of Friends from different parts of the yearly meeting who shared
some concern with regard to FCNL. I believe such activities might be useful
and, in a sense, they could be considered business reflecting the concerns
and interests of Friends who were members of ILIYM; none of these, however,
would be undertaken as IMYM business within the framework of a formal
Meeting for Worship for Business. These would all be supportive of and
related to our association with a part of the outside Quaker world. The real
business of this support and relationship, however, should take place at the
monthly meeting and individual level——providing financial support, keeping
informed about social issues and legislation, writing constructive letters to
people In government, maintaining contact with FCNL staff In Washington to
help them understand our beliefs and our own capacities to participate. It
Is not parochial to say that this real businesC is not the business of yearly
meeting. One final comment on this matter. In my travels to various yeariy
meetings as FCNL Western Field Secretary, I often found the schedules so
full of yearly meeting business that my contribution was limited to part of
a table for displaying FCNL literature and talking with Friends on a one—to—
one basis during whatever time could be found In the corridors or the dining
hall. IMYM, in this regard, is much more supportive of FUlL.

Before I turn you loose (assuming you’re still with me——with the
benefit of whatever breaks you had the wisdom to take along the way), I
must say a word or two about adolescent behavior in IMYM. To some degree
this is a cultural matter, to some degree it reveals a human rather than
uniquely IMYM tendency. With regard to the former, I cannot help but think
of the objections raised in a post—production evaluation session held in our
theatre some years back at the University of Colorado. A gentleman who had
grown up somewhere In Europe expressed shock at our casual behavior; we
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1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304, USA
April 14, 19g2

Alicia WRen or Junta Mensual
Casa de los Amigos
Ignacio Mariscal 132
06030 Mexico, D.F., Mexico

Dear Alicia and Friends,

Jim Graham, the Heberto Sein Memorial Coordinator, and I, as Cleric of
• the Intermountain Yearly Meeting, wish to remind you that our Yearly

Meeting hopes you can send a representative to our gathering this year, June
10—14, in Durango, Colorado. We again have funds available to help with the
travel costs.

As youte aware, Ill be arriving in Mexico City on Tuesday the 28th on
my wag to attend the Reunion and will spend the night of May 4th there
before flying back to Colorado on the 5th. If you could determine by then
whether someone could serve as your representative, who that would be, and
what the expenses would be, we might be able to make the necessary
financial arrangements while I’m there with you.

I have my speech ready. I look forward to my trip.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



April 17, 1992

To: All IMYM organizational representatives, copies to Involved

Friends named In the memo
From: Martin Cobin, Clerk IMYM (1720 Linden Ave., Boulder, CO 60304

Tel. 303/442-5047)
Subject: IMYM 1992 program

Taking advantage of the rapid responses some of you provided to my

memos of the 5th and 6th (for which I’m grateful) and news of certain

visitors coming I’ve moved forward as planning facilitator. I’ve interacted

by phone with most of you and shared your ideas back and forth until a

pooled plan emerged—-one about which I’m becoming quite excited and I hope

you’ll share my enthusiasm for It. In some instances I was unable to make

telephone contact but I was able to involve all regions in the communication

so I feel at ease about proceeding. My sense of ease is reinforced by the

fact that I learned of no effort by anyone else to set up a communication

network on this and by my opinion that anyone with strong opinions and time

to work on the problem would have been among those who did respond to my

recent request and to my much earlier call for Interest Group and Concern

Group proposals. I want to share now the the overall plan that has emerged.

Please remember that this planning fits into our Continuing Committee

decision to experiment with a format minimizing time for official business

sessions but utilizing other parts of the program for the concerns and

interests that are an integral part of the reason for our gathering.

1. At the Thursday morning business session, after I introduce all our

visitors (including, of course, any from AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC), I’d like to

identify each of you and encourage interested Friends to interact with you

during our gathering. Oral reports from you will j. be part of the agenda.

Any written reports you have should be submitted through our Continuing

Committee Clerk for Inclusion in the bound copies of reports to be made

available to attenders for reading during the gathering. I will remind

Friends to check a) these reports, b) the revised schedule of programs, and

c) the listings of Concern and Interest Groups distributed upon arrival to see

which ones are particularly relevant to our organizational relationships.

The Concern Groups and Interest Groups will be held during three 90 minute

blocks of afternoon time on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday; the details of

these are not yet firm.

2. Thursday evening, the preliminary schedule shows an hour for

reports from AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC. Note that nothing else Is scheduled at

this time or afterward. I am trying to extend this time period to 90
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1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
AprIl 18, 1992

Thomas F. Taylor, General Secretary
Friends World Committee for Consultation
4 Byng Place
London WC 1 E 7JH, England

Dear Friend,

With regard to fl?7dfngFrieridsAreunWMe Mri4 I am forwarding
your recent request for updated Information to the current Recorder—
Historian of Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM), Richard Butler, 7963
Grasmere, Boulder, CO 80301 (Tel. 303/530—2156). Because of a transition
between Richard and the previous Recorder—Historian, I am not sure how
readily accessible the data is and there may be a slight delay but rm sure
Richard will do his best.

Our census Is taken every other year so figures will be for 1991. As
current Presiding Clerk (starting June, 1991), I have been in contact with
four Regional Meetings and, within these, eighteen Monthly Meetings, one
Preparative Meeting, and nineteen Worship Groups. The Mexico City Monthly
Meeting also maintains an associate relationship with us. I will, in fact, be
making a trip to Mexico City at the end of this month.

d like to draw to your attention the establishment of the Wyoming
Friends Meeting, a rather unique organizational response to the needs of
Friends with strong spiritual bonds living at great distances from one
another in a large geographical area. The current Clerk is Donn Kesselheim,
22 Pheasant Run Drive, Lander, WY 82520 (Tel. 307/332-6518).

I wish you well with your undertaking, which I know will be both
difficult for you and useful to the Society.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

c: Richard Butler



t

April 18, 1992

Dear Margot,

Thank you for correcting my error about Casper Friends Meeting. I
apologize for the error and for the delay in my response to you.

This has been a very hectic time for me. All the work as clerk of
IMYM getting ready for the next annual gathering has been complicated by
the extreme illness of JunWs mother and the recent arrival of a two—month
old puppy to join our older seven—month old puppy (useful distractions from
the more serious problems of our lives).

How grateful I am for your patience and understanding.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
April 19, 1992

Bob Stucklen
3349 N. Chestnut Avenue
Loveland, Colorado 80538

Dear Oob,

I hope for the best with your fathers situation and regret having to
bother you with IMYM buisiness at this time. If necessary (hopefully not),
perhaps you could find someone——or ask a responsible Friend to find
someone——to fill in for you temporarily. The time factors are such that this
might be preferable to more formal channels. I meet with operations
committee Friends this coming weekend (right after Colorado General
Meeting in Denver) before I leave for Mexico and they go to Durango; it would
be most helpful if I can present to them as much Information as possible
regarding our schedule needs. Others involved in the planning will also be
there, hopefully.

I desire input from you on two matters: 1) your committee’s response
to the Continuing Committee recommendation that we try to hold IMYM in
Durango again in 1993; and 2) the mechanism(s) for Informing Friends of
alternative sites for future years (including 1993 if that is possible——
through preliminary reservations).

Regarding item I will present the Continuing Committee
recommendation at our first business session Thursday morning, 6/11. I’d
like to follow that up with a statement of the Long Range Planning
Committee’s recommendation regarding it. These will be simply factual
statements which, together, should take no more than 5 or 10 Minutes.
There will be lengthy subsequent deliberations (after this business meeting)
and a decision in the business meeting on Saturday, 6/13.

Regarding item s2, there are various channels open. The written
report by the Long Range Planning Committee should be submitted to Randy
Herrick—Stare who will see to its being made accessible to attenders. Your
committee might well prepare a display of some sort on each of the possible
sites——this should be arranged through Leslie Stephens of the Operations
Committee, 8467 Chase Drive, Arvada, CO 80003 (Tel. 303/423-5194) as
soon as possible (at least let him know as soon as you know you want a
display somewhere). Finally, I think it would be most helpful if your



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder1Colorado 80304
April 27, 1992

Asia Bennett
224 Haverford Avenue
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081

Dear Asia Bennett,

It will be pleasurable and enriching to have you with us at IMYM. The
schedule In the registration materials sent to you is preliminary and partial.
It does reveal the report meeting for AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC on Thursday
evening. I can give you a bit more information now before I leave for Mexico
and I’ll provide more information after my return May 5th.

A concerted effort is being made to experiment with procedures that
will limit time spent In formal business sessions. This may result In some
oddities but I think there’ll be ample opportunity to accomplish your goals.

At Thursday morning business session, you and other visitors will be
introduced. The purpose is to Identify you so people will know what you
look like and that you’re with us and available for personal Interaction. You
will not be asked (or allowed) to make a brief statement. That evening,
however, In the report session, you will share time with two others and a
moderator: The preliminary schedule shows an hour for this but we’re
making an effort both to extend the time and to start a bit later——ideally
7:00—8:30. In any event, there will be no conflicting program. I’ll update
this when I next communicate.

There will be other sessions dealing with FWCC and other sessions to
which you could relate If you wished. Shortly after May 5th I’ll mail out a
listing of Interest Groups and Concern Groups to group leaders; Ill send one
to you as well. I believe Arline Hobson would be delighted if you could
participate in a Concern Group she is leading on our responsibilities to the
wider Society of Friends; that is scheduled for Thursday afternoon.

I hope this interim information is useful to you.

Warm regards,

Martin Cobin



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
April 27, 1992

Pepper 600dnch
South Peoria ‘195N

Aurora, Colorado 80012

Dear Pepper (please share with Bruce),

Here’s what I’ve set Into the latest revision of my preliminary list of
Interest and Concern Groups. Upon reflection, you and Bruce may wish to
make some modifications; if so, try to inform me by May 5th. I’ll be in
Mexico from tomorrow until the 5th.

Christian and Non—Christian Friends. CO led by Pepper Goodrich and
Bruce Thron—Weber. How can Christian and Non—Christian Friends Relate to
Each Other?”

This Concern Group is scheduled for 1:30—3:00 P.M. on Friday, June
12th. After the 5th of May, I’ll get out to all group leaders, as soon as
possible, a listing of all Interest and Concern Group sessions for final
corrections.

Thank you for your contribution.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
(Tel. 442-5047)



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
April 27, 1992

David Pennington
P.O. Box 6715
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88006

Dear David,

I’m grateful for your willingness to lead one of our Concern Groups.
My tentative listing of it is as follows: “Relating to One Another Concern
Group led by David Pennington to search for a fuller understanding of how to
open up, relate to, and be supportive of one another How do we meet our
own inner needs and help meet each others needs? This session Is inward
and interpersonal rather than organizational in its focus and will be
conducted in the manner of a Timer—Meeting but previous familiarity with
the techniques Involved are not necessary.”

This canbe modified in any way that you see fit. Tomorrow, I leave
for a gathering of Friends in Mexico and I’ll be back the evening of May 5th.
I’ll try to contact you by phone shortly after my return to see if you want me
to change something and to make sure you feel comfortable about your
program. It’s scheduled for Saturday, June 13, from 3:30-5:00 P.M. The
Cecil and Mary Brown program on Timer—Meetings Is scheduled for Thursday
and those who attend that session could be informed that they can get more
practice in a Timer—Meeting by going to your session. Your session,
however, is not designed to focus on the Timer —Meeting techniques as such;
I would expect you to explain how the session will be handled and then get
right into the subject for consideration.

You don’t have to pretend to be an expert on the subject of
relationships. You’re the facilitator and participants can contribute out of
their own experience and personal knowledge and belief. You don’t have to
pretend to be an expert on Timer—Meetings either——just knowledgeable about
how they work. I see it as similar to telling a group of people something
like, “We’re here to see if we can share our ideas and experiences about —
and the way we’ll conduct our discussion is to have a moderator Everyone
who wants to speak will wait until he or she is recognized by the moderator
The moderator will try to help everyone get a chance to talk and to avoid
separate conversations going on at the same time or letting any single
person dominate the discussion. We want all participants to understand the
role of the moderator and to help the moderator get his or her job done.” In



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
April 27, 1g92

David Boynton
FCNL
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Deer David.

IMYM Friends would like to know the basis for determining the number
of representatives we can send to FCNL. We recognize that it may be based
on membership number We think the problem of eight representatives (as
we”ve looked at It) may have come about because of the formation of the
Utah Friends Fellowship as a new regional meeting within IMYM after we had
developed the practice of having each of our regional meetings (until then,
three) designate two representatives. If membership number is the
determining factor, we might wish to apply this factor in our own process
of designating the representatives from each region.

A related question concerns alternates. If we designated both
representatives and alternates, would it be possible for alternates to attend
the November meeting of the Committee if we distinguished clearly between
delegates and alternates and between those alternates who were filling in
for delegates who could not attend and those who were simply attending
without having delegate status? If such an arrangement were possible,
what limits should be applied?

The answers to these questions would aid us in our deliberations as
to how to choose our delegates within the framework of FCNL by—laws. If
you could respond prior to June 5th it would be helpful.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



7, 1992

To: All Leaders o.f IMYM 1992 Interest Groups and Concern Groups
For lad i F Cobi n b and [6 izoormtor 1 7Y’ L nden enup

E;oulder, CO @0304. Tel. 303—442—5047)
Subject: Final check. Read crefu11g, respond immedite1

A four paqe presentation (two sides of two sheets) of Interest
Groups and L:oncern Groups will be distributed at time of reqistration. This
will consist of a summarii ii sti riq of topi cs, times, and leaders on the first
paqe in lieu of this that you are now readinq arid the more detailed
I nf orrnati on that is pre:3ented (i ri near fi rial form) on what foil ows——as
corrected in response to the feedback you provide me by May 15th.

2. It is vi tall u important that qou provide me with corrections and
additions to fill in the few blanks bq May I 5th. What I have bq the 15th is
what will be presented at reqistration time.

3. It is also vitally important that Leslie Stephens be made aware
i mmcdi atel q of all of ijour preseritati on needs. These include anij visual aids
arranqemerits required p1 us your riced for an i nd’jor space With electrical
outlets. I have indicated some of your needs as i am aware of them and
where I state your desire for showiriq videotape, I assume this also calls for
an indoor space. P1 ease check this i nf orrnati on careful] y. You will riot need
to confirm this with Leslie if 1 t’s correct but be sure to make ariij
correc:ti ores that are necessarij. Al so contact Leslie directly if you have an.ij
questions. Remember, Leslie Stephens, @467 Chase Drive, Arvada, CO
@0003. His tel ephorie number (where you can leave messages) is 303—423—

1 “4.

4. 1 Will riot contact ijou again on this subject. With the beriefi t of
ijour re; onses to thi 5, I will prepare final copij for the registration packet.
This final copy will riot i ric:l ude ariij of the i nf orrnati on presented in the form
of asterisks or asterisked notes on what follows. Dont hesitate to contac.t
me reqardinq the program contents and descriptions——but it must be rior to
the 15th to make any difference in the reqistration packet. Contact Leslie
and riot me, however, on ariij matter reqardi nq arrangement_s.

Thank you



MayO, lgg2

To: Kitty Barragato, Asia Bennet, Alison Oldham, Eric Wright (copy
to Byron Sandford of FGC and to Randy Herrick—Stare)

From: Martin Cobin (1720 Linden Ave., Boulder, CO 80304, Tel. 303—
442-5047)

Subject: IMYM Program on AFSC, FCNL, FWCC

As presiding clerk of IMYM, I received the mailings from the
organizations to which we send representatives and, as a consequence,
became involved in arrangements for the program in which you’ll be
participating. I may have overstepped myself a bit in this so I’m including
Randy Herrick—Stare (Clerk of Continuing Committee) In this notification to
be sure everyone is properly informed and that I can be appropriately
corrected if necessary.

I’ve asked Eric to serve as moderator The topic of the session is
AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC. Reporters for this purpose are, respectively, Kitty,
Alison, and Asia. The program is set up for Thursday, June 11th, 7:00—8:30
PM. I’d like to Intrude on your time by asking Eric——prior to the official
start of your presentations-—to take advantage of the presence of those In
attendance and allow a brief invitation by Byron Sandford on behalf of
Friends General Conference. I’ve quite clearly and emphatically limited
Byron Sandford to a maximum of 5 minutes and I expect Eric to insure that
this limit is observed. Unless you feel a need for a different arrangement, I
would suggest that your formal reports on the three organizations be 15
minutes each, to be followed by some discussion among the three of you if
that seems appropriate and comfortable, and then to conclude with a period
of interaction with the audience. You may want to discuss this with each
other In advance when you get to Durango. I’m asking Kitty to speak about
AFSC as a whole and not simply about the Pasadena Regional program. With
Asia’s recent involvement in the national office of AFSC and other programs
among the Interest and Concern Group sessions dealing with AFSC, I thought
this would be a good opportunity to give more exposure to the Pasadena
office personnel so I invited Kitty to be the AFSC spokesperson on the
program. Eric, of course, has had a long association with the Des Moines
Regional program and I think the mix will be a good one for us.

I’m assuming that there’ll be no need for visual aids arrangements for
this particular format——something I’ve checked with Alison and Kitty but
not with Asia. You can expect a healthy attendance since the only other
scheduled event in this time slot is folk dancing arranged by Junior Young
Friends that will overlap the latter part of your program (you’ll have time to



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder1Colorado 80304
MayO, 1992

Byron Sandford
1917 Cyprus Point West
Austin, Texas 78746

Dear Byron Sandford,

Here is the follow—up I promised in my brief note of April 27th when I
was under pressure of getting ready for my trip to Mexico. That trip among
Mexican Friends went well and I believe there will be some representation
from there both at IMYM and at the subsequent Western Gathering of Friends.

We want to make you to feel not only welcome at Intermountaln
Yearly Meeting but also satisfied that our interaction with you is sufficient
to justify the resources of time, money, and energy that you will invest in
coming to be with us. One advantage for you is that many of us in IMYM
already have knowledge and positive feelings concerning Friends General
Conference. I have warm personal memories of attendance at Cape May many
years ago and of speaking to the 1975 gathering at Berea. Others among us
have much closer, more current, and more sustained Involvements with FGC.
One disadvantage is that you will come to us at a time when we are making
a conscious effort (at least experimentally——with which some of us are not
completely enthusiastic) to limit the time of our formal business sessions.
This means that we will not be as open as you might wish to an extended
presentation on your part that would be helpful to you although I know
neither you nor Marty Walton has requested it.

At our very first business session, I will introduce you among our
special visitors. This will identify you and your concern and I’ll draw
attention to where, within the scheduled program, Friends might anticipate
finding you. Knowing who you are will, of course, encourage interaction
with you in the normal process of fellowship during the gathering.
Regarding the schedule, I’d like to suggest that it might be of value to us as
well as you If you would feel at ease attending a Concern Group led by Arline
Hobson seeking guidance In meeting our responsibilities to the wider
Society of Friends. This Is currently scheduled for Thursday, 6/11, 3:30—
5:00 PM. A list of Interest and Concern Groups will be part of the packet
(along with a revised and updated schedule) given to you at on—site
registration. Thursday evening there will also be an informational meeting



IMYrI INTEREST GROUPS (16) AND CONCERN GROUPS (CG)——19g2

Friends mau wish to plan who takes in what——then share experiences
afterwards. Here is a quic:k. topical listinq followed b’ more meamnqTul
descriptions. Check bulletin board for late additions or corrections.

ThursdLh 6/11 3:30-5:00 PM
Responsibilities to Wider Society of Friends (CO——Arline Hobson)
Creative Writing (16——I MYM Quak:er Writers Group)
Political Refugees in E:anada (16——Fred Franklin)
Timer—Meetings (16——Cecil and Mary Brown)
YM Comm. on Mini str and Counsel? ( CO——Chuck Rostkowski )
Quakers Coming Out (16——Bob Hall)
Transforming Media Role Models (IG——Libertq Goodwin)
Responsibilities to our Chi 1 dr—en (CO——Re] I q. Ed. Comm.)
Site Selection and Usage (19——Bob Stucklin) e::.:parided 6/12

Fridag 6/12 1:30-3:00 PM
FCUN——Why the Disunitq? (CO——Randy Herrick—Stare)
5th World Conference of Friends (I O——Bruc:e Neal)
Be Present Where You Are (1 G——LIrsul a Franklin)
Site Selection and Lisaqe (CO——Elizabeth 5aile’)
IMYM and Friends Bulletin (CO——Marie Godfret)
Responses to the Utah MInute (C9——Bez Booth McCauley)
Vlsi oni rig the Future for AFSC (CO——Eli se oul Iii rig arid David Henkel)
repeated 6/13
Christian and Non—Christian Friends (CO——Pepper Goodrich and Bruce
T h ron — We be r)
Issues of National Health Car—c (19——Dick L:oum han)
The CC Minnesota Semi—Starvation Prol ec.t (I 9——Ji rn Graham)

Saturd8g, 6/13 3:30-5:00 PM
:11_INC (I 6——Ted Church)
Friendly Approaches to Polic Makers (IG——Alison Oldhamn)
Visionint the Future for AFSI: (CO——Eli se. Bouldinq and L:’ayid He:nkei)
repeat Session
1::r—eati y Wri ti nq Continued (li3——I MYM Quaker Writers Liroup)
L:ariadi an Fri ends Prison Wor—k (19——Fred Franklin)
Pci ati rig to One Another (CO——David Penni nton)
Men’s Group (113——Ross Worley and Ken Morgan)
M1l ti—Generational Careqi vi nq (I 6——Tom Moan)
A Right Shar—ing Testimony? (C9——Ton! Urnhle)
Counteracting Hatred (19——Elizabeth McLaughlin)



BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF INTEREST GROUPS AND CONCERN GROUPS
(Check bulletin board for any late additions)*

Thursdug, 6111 • 3:30-5:00 PM
1. Responsibilities to Wider Society of Friends. CO led by Arline

Hobson to explore our wider organizational responsibilities and whether or
how IMYM should be involved.

2. Creative Writing. 16 established by the IM Quaker Writers Group, a
gaggle of writers of poetry and prose gathering for mutual stimulation and
support and cooperating to publish “The Intermountain Friendly Review.”
New writers welcome. See 6/13 listing.

3. Political Refugees in Canada. 16 led by Fred Franklin. Current
Canadian refugee policy and admission practices. Activities of Quaker
Committee for Refugees and the work of Refugee Support Groups assisting
claimants through an Increasingly difficult process involving a growing
number of deportations and the associated heartache, panic, and fear. The
struggle to keep some humanity In the process.

4. Timer—Meetings. 16 led by Cecil and Mary Brown dealing with the
theory and practice of using sand timers and chips to help Friends listen and
share experiences and season concerns with equal input from all involved.

5. YM Committee on Ministry and Counsel? CO led by Chuck
Rostkowski to obtain reactions and guidance with respect to a
recommendation from Salt Lake City Meeting that IMYM consider
establishing such a committee.

6. Quakers Coming Out. 16 led by Bob Hall. What happens in your
Meeting——and in your community——when a Friend recognizes that she Is a
lesbian or he is a gay? Discussion intended for straight Friends.

7. Transforming Media Role Models. 16 led by Liberty Goodwin of
Sarasota Meeting (former participant in IMYM). Can we use stories of non
violent experiences to provide models of behavior on video, film, or in
print? We will explore possibilities for positive change and outreach In
what we read and watch. Segments of a video written and produced by
Liberty Goodwin will be shown.

6. ResponsibIlities to our Children. CO organized by the Comm. on
Religious Education to explore identifying and responding to the
responsibilities we have to our children. Exchange of information regarding
successful programs we have developed or experienced.

9. Site Selection and Usage. 16 led by Bob Stucklen to consider
current site options and the factors that should guide our selection,
appreciation, and utilization of where we are or arrange to be.

1



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 60304
May 161 1q92

Ann Hardt
914E. Laguna Drive
Tempe. Arizona 65262

Dear Ann Hardt,

Not having received corrections from you, I have gone ahead with the
IMYM program which we planned together on the assumption that all was
well. Recently, I’ve not been able to make contact with you on the phone——
which may just be a matter of when I tried. Nonetheless, I’m a bit
concerned about your health and I hope that you’re not having major
problems.

The message I left on your phone in one of my recent calls told you
not to worry about the program itself and I want to reinforce that now. I
will look forward to hearing from you that all is well. As a back—up
arrangement if necessary, however, Bobbie Counihan has been kind enough to
respond positively to my request that she be prepared to lead the program if
called upon. Neither Bobbie nor I——nor you, I’m sure—-want this back-up
option to become necessary. I’ve made this arrangement, however, for two
reasons——to relieve you of any anxiety concerning the program and because
of my sense of the importance of the subject being addressed. This is all
my idea and I take responsibility for it; I hope you feel at ease about it.

Please keep me informed as to your reaction and your well being. I
wish you the best.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

Tel. (303) 442-5047

c: Bobbie Counihan
1559 Bradley Dr.
Boulder, CO 60303

Tel. (303) 499-0053



May 16, 1992

Dear Sorb and Leslie,

Here is the material on the Interest Groups and Concern Groups. The
stapled pages are set up the way I envisioned you would distribute them.
The four single sheets are for your use in making the necessary duplications.
There are some modifications from the last version that I sent. This is the
final form. Please do not modifg it. I hope, Barb, this Is what you need.

Leslie, I wont to call to your attention two items. I’ve removed all
the asterisks and notes regarding visual aids and the like; these hod been in
previously to provide information for you and to prod group leaders into
making any needed corrections or additions but they are of no interest to
Friends in general. I assume you have your own list of what’s needed for
each of the group sessions; If not, please refer again to the last version I
sent you but be aware of the fact that this final version Includes some
changes. One program has been dropped from the earlier version and a
number of new ones appear on this one. This venion is the correct one.

The second matter for your attention is the one asterisked note that
remains. It’s been the practice in the past to allow people to add groups
after they arrive at the yearly gathering. This has its good and bad points
but I see no reason, at this point, to eliminate it. I would like to control it,
however, for several reasons. A rash of additional programs scattered all
over the lot can dilute the planned offerings. More importantly, people
setting up programs on their own can be a logistical nuisance to the staff st
the college. This Is why the footnote asks that all additional programs be
cleared through Leslie or someone Leslie designates. In handling this, I
would not hesitate denying a space or time for a program if the times and
spaces are all used up; after all, facilities are limited and the time to hove
set this up In advance was more than adequate (up to May 15th plus a few
opportunities even at the time of on—site registration. I’ll stand firmly
behind you on this. I’ve no objection (nor do I see any means of controlling)
a group of people meeting on their own as they see fit out on the lawn or
wherever there’s no interference with anyone else provided no demands are
placed by them upon the college staff for chairs or equipment or whatever——
all such requests should be channeled through the arrangements committee
and that committee should be able to decide——In light of what’s going on——
whether a request is reasonable or do—able.

If either of you has any questions, please call. I hope you’re not
overly swamped between now and yearly meeting.



5-18-1992

Dear Randy,

Here’s a copy of what I’ve sent to Barb Stephens as the final form for
registration time listing of Interest Groups and Control Groups. I’m pleased
by the variety and the substance. There should be enough variety to interest
everyone and enough substance to frustrate people unable to attend
simultaneous sessions that appeal to them——which is why I’ve suggested
sharing notes.

We’ll probably be in touch between now and then but, unless you
object, I plan on taking a bus from Boulder scheduled to arrive at the Market
Street station on Tuesday, June 9th at 6:20 A.M. I’ll get out on the street
somewhere at Market and 16th and wait for you to arrive. Assuming the
weather is nice-—which It’s likely to be at that time——It won’t matter to me
how long I wait for you so you should plan on getting there somewhat later.
Let me know if you want me to walk to some place that’s easier for you. I
won’t be carrying much.

Regards,



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
21 May 1992

Thomas F. Taylor, General Secretary
Friends World Committee for Consultation
4 Byng Place
London WC1E 7JH, England

Dear Thomas Taylor.

You probably have your answer by now but——in case you don’t——I will
respond to your inquiry regarding affiliation of Wyoming Friends Meeting. It
Is an independent meeting.

You have noted correctly that there have been (and I can add continue
to be) relations between Wyoming Friends and two different yearly
meetings. This has been a factor in complicating the question as to formal
affiliation. Another factor has been the need to focus resources on the
initial task of nurturing the Wyoming Friends Meeting in Its own right
before assuming responsibilities inherent in joining a yearly meeting.

An interesting but quite meaningful pattern involves the relation
between worship groups and the Meeting in Wyoming. Not all members of
the worship groups are members of the Meeting. This reflects the fact that
some worship group members wish to maintain long standing memberships
in Meetings in which they were active before coming to Wyoming and others
do not consider themselves Friends but greatly appreciate the experience of
worshiping in the manner of Friends. You don’t need any of this for your
listing but the best place to pursue it further If you’re interested, obviously,
Is with Donn Kesselhelm. Personally, I find it fascinating.

I hope this is helpful, If there Is a need for it.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

c: Donn Kesselhelm
Asia Bennett



May21, 1992

Dear Ted,

Thanks for your various communications.

Regarding the local arrangements committee for the Triennial, I will
be content to receive only the Minutes plus anything——if there is anything
else——you believe I should get. I trust your judgment in this. Everything
seems to be shaping up well. I have resisted involvement, despite my very
real interest1because of how busy I am with other activities and the fact
that I will not be IMYM Clerk at the time of the Triennial.

I appreciate the correction on the Conference “of Fri ends” rather than
“of FWCC”; I’d have felt badly if that had not been corrected. Some slight
difficulties were involved because of the timing of the correction but it
was still possible to take care of it——fortunately.

Your comment that you anticipate a longer oral than written report
leaves me with a concern as to whether there is sufficient clarity regarding
where your oral report will be given——namely, within an Interest Group. I
want to be sure nobody is assuming, because of past practice, that we’ll be
having oral reports from everybody within the formal Meetings of Worship
for Business. If you did not understand this and have a major problem with
it, feel free to question me about it

Actually, I view this upcoming gathering as somewhat experimental
and I’m keenly interested in how it turns out. The effort being made is to
reduce the time of the Meetings for Worship for Business not by limiting the
time for seeking guidance and unity but by limiting what we put on the
agenda. We’ll learn something from the effort.

There certainly are conflicting Interest and Concern Groups that
stimulate a degree of frustration; I think that’s inherent in simultaneous
offerings by stimulating people. We wouldn’t have a very exciting gathering
if only one group per time slot looked interesting. Comparing notes on what
we missed could be a fruitful fellowship activity.

Why don’t you make your offer directly to Arline Hobson and see if she
might like to split her Concern Group if many attend? I’ll see if I can line up
a second space nearby at the same time.



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
May 2111992

Tom Vaughan
P.O. Box 327
Mancos, Colorado 61328

Dear Tom,

Your excellent suggestion for an Interest Group did, In fact, reach me
too late.

There are two options. One is to see if space and time are still
available when you arrive at yearly meeting. Check this with Leslie
Stephens and Barb Stephens. The former Is taking the lead with the
Arrangements Committee. The latter Is taking the lead with the
registration process and would know the mechanism for getting word of the
added Interest Group in the daily bulletin that will be put out. The other
option is to plan this Interest Group for next year.

The advantage of this year is that if we have a good thing to do we
might as well do it now. Certainly, It’s topical; unfortunately, however, it
will be topical next year as well. The disadvantage of an add-on interest
group is two—fold. It will not appear in the formal listing of programs
everyone will get when they register If you wanted to line up specific
participants in advance, you couldWt guarantee to them——or yourself——that
there would actually be space and time to include the program in the
schedule.

As you can see from the enclosed, there will be plenty going on.

I look forward to seeing you next month and to having you lead this
Interest Group at whatever time you work out.

Incidentally, the New Mexico Regional has so far failed to designate
someone to serve on the committee to choose a speaker and a theme for next
year Want to join? Let Marian Hoge know. I’m the one convening the
committee but that’s more easily done if I know who to convene.

In Friendly fellowship,



M& 25, l2

To: Leaders of !nterest Groups and Concern Groups
From: Martin Cobi n
Subject: Status ard Responsibiiit of interest and Concern Groups

5ecause of helpful feedbai::k from some of qou and an omission I had
made and felt obligated to correct, I want to send qou the enclosed
de.scrirtions as modifified. These will appear in the packets rec.eived b
attendinq Friends when theil reqister at qearli mneetinq. P1se dstray

previous1 receiyed 1isting und descriptions. Subsequent to
the leadl I nes on this, I have received additional requests. These will be
handled as indicated throughout the process——bi inclusion in the schedule at
the time of our gathering to the degree that time and space allow.

There is an important aspect of all this that I hope uou will consider
quite sen ousi u this applies particular] i to the leaders of Concern Groups
but some of ou leading Interest Groups rna find it applicable as well.
consider the “business” of Yearlg Meeting to include all that takes place
when we qather and interact. I ml this sense it would be possible for us to
tOik about different tqpes of business to which we could give such labels as
“takinq ac.tion.” “seasoning concerns,” “becoming informed,” expressIng
concerns,” “fellowship.” “worship—sharing,” “worship”: wou malt i denti fw
others. What we are seeking to do at this annual gatherinq is to limit——to
the greatest deqree possible——the aqenda and focus of our Meetings—for—
Worship—for—business to our efforts to come together i ri our love for one
another and in our search for spiritual guidance in determining what actions
to take on matters we consider appropriate. To accornpi i sh this, we are
striving to use other parts of our schedule to deal with other focuses and
other agenda items meriting attention. Much of this attention to other
focuses and other agenda items, obviousl’, will take place in the interest
Groups and Concern Groups. You should realize hour role in this larger
process of the “business” of IMYM. I ask wou. therefore, to determine how to
relate what occurs in iour group to this process and to facilitate the
appropriate action. I leave to iou how best to do this but I will suagest that
seekinq the advice of our group might be most helpful. Possible “next
steps,” for example, could be: 1) planning for another qroup at the next
annual gathering; 2) identifginq a group of volunteers to carn.1 forward the
concern in some specified manner: 3) formulating a recommendation to all
Monthl! Meetings and Worship Groups, to the Continuing Committee (throuqh
its Clerk), or to the Presi di no Clerk for inclusion in a Meeting—f or—Wot—sni p—
for—business——choosing among these on the basis of the deqree to which wou
believe sufficient seasoning has aireadg taken place or is still needed.



May 28, 1992

Dear Elizabeth and Oob,

I send this letter to share some of my thoughts——not as Clerk but as a
Friend who attends Yearly Meeting——regarding the problem of site selection.
My purpose is simply to throw another idea or two into the hopper.

I thoroughly enjoyed Ghost Ranch. I’ve enjoyed Durango. I like Ghost
Ranch better but I didn’t appreciate the significant number of Friends who
attended Ghost Ranch primarily for a family vacation. I’ve attended a
number of Yearly Meetings in a variety of sites. I’m perfectly happy with
either Ghost Ranch or Durango but, if it were available, I’d prefer a site that
had camping right there rather than at some distance.

Our numbers this summer at Durango will drop off to a level that
could be accomodated at Ghost Ranch. If the question Is brought up as to
whether we should (if we could) go back to Ghost Ranch, I think this must be
considered with full attention given to the fact that a return to Ghost Ranch
might result In our once again growing too big for the place. We cannot
move back and forth between places in response to changing numbers of
attenders. I would urge that any serious consideration of a return to Ghost
Ranch include a decision——made In advance--as to how we would react If
our numbers again became too large for accomodation there. I can think of
two ways to accomodate: 1) a fixed limit with an agreed upon procedure as
to how to allocate space If it should become necessary; and 2) a split into
two yearly meetings made far enough in advance so that each yearly meeting
could find a suitable location for itself. Attention might well be given,
also, to the possibility that a variety of sites not open to present
consideration because of their size might meet our needs If we had a
smaller number of attenders; In such a case either of the previously
mentioned ways of accomodation could be considered without any
preliminary reference to Ghost Ranch.

Either dividing the yearly meeting or establishing a fixed limit with
an agreed upon procedure for determining how to remain within the limit
will require careful deliberation and unity. While both are readily possible
(each with advantages and disadvantages), the deliberation and search for
unity will require time. This cannot be accomplished for 1993. A decision
to explore very seriously one or another or both of these options could be
made In 1992. Unless you folks are able to bring to the June gathering a site
recommendation that Is both clearly better than Fort Lewis College and also
available to us in 1993 (whIch I didn’t believe you had when I last touched



Meg 29, 1991

To: LaDonna Wallen, Tom Carr, Frances McAllister, Jerry Krenz,
Susan Dahl, Pat Fish

From: Martin Cobin
Subject: Guest Speaker Committee meeting

I have been informed that we (plus a Senior Young Friend not get
named) constitute the committee charged with selecting the guest speaker
for the 1992 IMYM gathering. I have also been informed that, as the IMYM
Clerk Designate, I am the one who is supposed to convene the committee.

I’d like to suggest that we try to get together as a committee during
breakfast on Thursday, June 13th. I’ll make an effort to arrive early and
save space at one of the dining room tables in the hope that we can find each
other there. Hopefully, each of you will recognize enough of the others to
make this feasible. Those of you who know me should be alerted to the fact
that I now have only a moustache rather than a beard; there have been no
other improvements.

If this time is not feasible for all of us, my hope is that you can
either drop by or contact me prior to this time with information as to your
availability. I will also be arriving some time (hopefully for the evening
meal) on Tuesday, the 11th, and attending meetings of the Finance
Committee and the Continuing Committee at 11:00 kM. and 2:00 P.M.,
respectively, on Wednesday, the 12th. If something prevents your
attendance at Durango, I’d appreciate your letting me know in advance by
calling me at (303) 442—5047; my wife, June, and——as a last resort——the
message—taking machine can facilitate the task if I’m not home.

I anticipate the pleasure of seeing you shortly.



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 60304
May29, 1991

LaDonna Wallen, Clerk
Intermountain Yearly Meeting
525 East Alameda Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282

Dear LaDonna,

Ive been distracted by some creative writing efforts but I think Ive
kept up with matters sufficiently. I did receive and act upon all your
communications although I have delayed this effort until now. We should
have no trouble meeting and transferring materials In Durango.

Is there yet a Senior Young Friend designated to serve on the Guest
Speaker Committee? That space was left blank on the listing you sent me
and I assume the designation will be made later.

Thank you for keeping me informed. I’ll make myself better informed
by a careful (as opposed to casual) reading (as opposed to browsing) of our
Operations Guide before I get to Durango. I look forward to the gathering.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



June 16. 1992

To: Members of IMYM Executive Committee
From: Martin Cobin

I expect qouve had more than enough of me for a while but I want to
share some of my reactions to our annual g8therinq while theyre still fresh
in my mind and——if some of you are up to it——in your mind If youre not in
the mood to consider this now, please set it aside until you ore. I. too, will
come back to it when I’m able to review it in light of a bit of distance and——
more importantly——in light of the minutes of what actually took place.

My feeling about the gathering are mixed. I believe we tried a very
useful experiment in procedure from which we learned a great deal. Some
things worked, some did not, and we gained insight into how to improve
much of what did not. All of this is of positive value. It is unfortunate and
a negative if what did not work caused too much frustration and discontent.
Reflecting upon my own functioning as the clerk I also perceived some
strengths and some deficiencies. I feel very badly about the latter and I
will try to work diligently to overcome them. believe I talked excessively.
I also believe that I reacted poorly to my sense of time pressure. There
were too many times when, in seeking to facilitate moving toward a sense
of unity, I tried to articulate my sense of a direction in which we were

going, hoping to be able to move on from there more readily but, in actuality,
giving the impression that I was prematurely articulating a sense of unity
when no such unity existed. I think, aside from simply appearing to do so, I
did in actuality push too hard at times and did not listen sufficiently or
with enough c:ore. I believe I was nriuch more effective in clerking the
threshing and seasoning sessions where I did not feel such time pressure

but I’m sure could improve here as well. I want to discuss ideas about how
to go forward but I don’t want my focus on other matters to lessen my
awareness——or your awareness of my awareness——regarding my own
weaknesses and of my openness to your assistance in dealing with them in
the year ahead.

I believe we accomplished a great deal. As I perceive it, we had three
major thrusts. Procedurally, we sought to simplify our business.
Substantively, we sought to better define our purpose and to move forward
on the matter of site selection and utilization. I’d like to address these in
reverse order.

Regarding site selection and utilization, I thought we were

tremendously successful. The comnriitment to return to Durango next year is



firm. M! expectation is that we will rriake the progress we seek in moving
toward better utilization and, if so, the authorization given to us to enter
into a three—year contract will free tremendous time end energy for other
challenges. I believe we profit greatly from the realization that the whole
concern for site selection arid utilization must be related to our riced for
community and I consider the commitment to community——with an emphasis
on intergenerational community——is a wonderful step for us to hove taken.

With regard to purpose, I believe we will profit from clarit! us to
whether we want a focus on either spiritual enrichment and fellowship on
the one hand or on action and organizational involvement on the other. As I
react to our searching on this matter, we came together in the conviction
that these were not diverse, separate directions or concerns. To say we
want both, as we did, is not to say we want everything. We went fellowship
and spiritual enrichment that grows out of and in turn stimulates witness
and involvement and we wont our involvement to be such that the fellowship
and the spiritual energy is not dissipated in organizational machinery.
recall reference to this desire not to get bogged down in such machinery as
part of our business meeting deliberations. We did not, in business session,
address directly the question of institutional affiliation but this was
addressed direc:tly and most helpfully by our Continuing Committee
deliberations and decisions regarding interested Friends, concern groups,
the selection of liaison people (by such concern groups), and the availability
of letters from the IIIYN Clerk identifying such liaison Friends upon the
request of the concern group that mode the selection.

In one sense, we may hove been least successful in simplifying our
business sessions——which far exceeded the scheduled time limits end were
extremely complex and, for many people, frustrating. The attempts to
utilize alternative means of dealing with business had clear negatives as
well as some positives. The reading room was greatly appreciated by some,
was not sufficiently utilized, and did not meet the need for open dialogue
felt by a great many. The threshing and seasoning session was extremely
beneficial and generally met with enthusiastic responses but the time
scheduled for it was clearly inadequate. The interest and concern groups.
with a few exceptions, met a great variety of needs, were appreciated, and
often integrated nicely into the overall thrust of the proceedings; but we
need to pay attention to the possibility of more effective sequencing, to
how much time they take in the schedule, and to providing a mechanism to
provide attenders a more immediate end a clearer sense of whet came out of
them. Careful attention must be given to the placerrient of the second
meeting of the Continuing Committee within the schedule sequence and,
indeed, to the overall sequencing of events. Our experiment with on attempt



to maximize seasoning and to narrow the focus in business rrieetings on a
relotivelti few, well seasoned concerns, seemed not only well received but, I
believe, exciting, to the attending Friends; this may be the greatest element
of success in our procedural experiment despite the general awareness that
we have much to learn about how to achieve our goals.

I have some definite ideas in mu mind, as 1m sure most of you do. as
to how to move forward from here. I’ll make notes on these so as not to
forget anything but Ill save them until I have the benefit of the minutes, the
perspective gained from having more time and energy, and such insights or
suggestions as any of you may be moved to share with me. I believe there is
real value in discussion and interchange, even in simply formulating on&s
own ideas in the process of trying to share them. Dont be surprised,
therefore, if you hear from me now and then in this manner. Please feel no
pressure to respond, nor even to read it all or with any degree of close
attention. Do feel free to share any thoughts with me if or when you might
be led to do so.

I hope all is well with you——or as well as can be under the
circumstances in which you find yourselves.



1720 Linden Avenue
ni:uoi . Ooulder, Colorado 00304

June 19, 1992
E14 “ Iii5f1

Eric W.Johnson
6110 Ardleigh Street

. (215) 648—3230
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19138

Dear Eric Johnson.

The iiVM keynote speaker and theme selection committee was
overjoyed to hear from Gilbert White of your willingness and ability to
serve as our keynote speaker for the next gathering of ntermountain yearly
Meeting in Durango, Colorado, June 9—13, 1993. The Continuing Committee
was enthusiastic about the selection of you and the recommended theme;
both were approved and announced 8t the conclusion of the final business
session.

Oct ore calling you, Gilbert asked me to commit a few words to paper
that would sum up our selection committee thinking. Ha later said he had
read or shared these with you and Ill repeat them here for your record:

Therrie: Walk cheerfully.
“Walk cheerfully over the earth answering that-iJI—God in all people.”

Are we overly serious? How do we maintain cheer as we deal with misery
arid suffering? How do we value and utilize humor? Are we too insensitive
to the importance of art, play, imagination, creativity in our family and
Quaker relations? There are a host of potential areas for exploration in our
interest and concern groups and deliberations and fellowship. The keynote
speaker should provide a stimulus, a springboard——well take it from there.

There is nothing sacred about the preceding; its what I wrote down
while sitting in the cafeteria after a meal in response to GilberUs request.
Within this general framework, you ore asked to suggest your own title.

We have not yet planned any of the details of the 1993 schedule but
the expectation is that you would have a 75 minute time slot f or your
presentation and some opportunity for audience comments or questions on
Thursday. June 10th, probably after lunch. The elevation keeps us cool
enough and the food is satisfactory but not of a quality to provide you with
any special challenges; can assure an alert audience.



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
June 19. 1992

Arthur Kanegis
105 Camino Teresa
Santo Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Arthur Konegis,

I regret informing you that we will not be able to invite you as our
keynote speaker for the 1993 Intermountain Vearly Meeting of Friends. The
selection committee, determining theme and speaker, had a clear interest in
you but, ultimately, felt that another person was a better choice for the
particular theme that was chosen. I would have enjoyed and valued your
participation——es Im sure the rest of us would and as all of us on the
committee realized. It turned out that you were on our priority list but the
first on the list agreed to come and that has settled the matter. If you have
any curiosity regarding the matter, our theme will be “Walk cheefully,”
stimulated by a famous quotation from George Fox, and our speaker will be
Eric W. Johnson, who may or may not be known to you.

Under the circumstances, I can only hope that you are sufficiently
successful in your fund raising efforts so as to be swamped with the work
involved in your current project. In such a case, you will appreciate not
having the distraction of a commitment to come to Durango next summer.
Thank you for letting us consider you as a keynote speaker. I wish you well.

Sincerely yours,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMVM



i-allow—up to hxecutlve Committee members from Martin Cabin (6/21)

In my 6/16 memorandum, I said I wanted to jot down additional
thoughts while they were still fresh in my mind and hold them for further
consideration when the Minutes arrived. Having jotted them down, however,
I decided to share them with you now. So here they are:

IMYM 1993-—Post-1992 Notes

1. The main thrusts of 1992 were goals and procedures. Although
careful attention must be paid to refining both of these, we will not have a
clear sense of progress unless we go beyond deterrriining what and how to do
and have a major focus on actually doing.

2. Determining what to do is, obviously, necessary; this should grow
out of the 1992 gathering, however, and not be the purpose of 1993. The
Concern Group reports wifl probably help delineate the whar as will the
feedback (solicited and unsolicited) from the Monthly Meetings and Worship
Groups. From the business sessions and decisions of the 1992 session
comes a clear dirptive to build community. At this point, I would consider
the building of community to be our major task for the 1993 gathering.

3. Community building cannot occur at the 1993 gathering in a
vacuum; it must grow out of the sense of community within the Meetings
arid Worship Groups and the interactions and processes of our planning and
preparation. I believe the Meetings and Worship Groups should be asked to
confront the degree to which they involve all Friends in their decision
making and in determining their responses to questions and requests for
guidance from IMYM. Meetings and Worship Groups should also be asked to
confront the degree to which younger Friends are challenged and nurtured by
appointments to substantive positions of responsibility. For example, the
practice of 8sking Voung Friends to appoint representatives to various IMYM
committees should not confine the participation of young Friends to such
representation; there is no reason why appropriately qualified young Friends
could not be chosen by Monthly Meetings as their regular representatives to
the Continuing Committee. Similarly, there are young Friends who might
ably serve on various committees of a Monthly Meeting or as a Regional
Meetings representative to FCNL. In short, we should seek to involve young
Friends whenever we can benefit from their competencies; it will be good
far their growth and ours.

4. I feel a need for more interaction among us in the planning stages.
1d like a preliminary meeting of some of us in preparation I or the session in



whether or within whet range this could be deterrriined in advance end how
for in advance. I have a very rouqh plan in mind that cannot be seriously
considered at this early point of time other than as an indication of matters
that merit consideration. My preliminary breakdown is as follows:

Wad ne sday

All: Finance Committee. -

PM: Lunch; Registration begins; Continuing Committee starts at some time;
JYII Leaders worship sharing and (simultaneously) Worship Sharing Leaders
meeting follow.
EYE: Dinner; JYM orientation; Welcome; Singing; Worship.

Thursday

AM: Worship; Breakfast; Worship Sharing; Business I (1 hour).
PM: Lunch; Keynote Speech (75 minutes); Reports and Dialogue with Friends
Organization staff and IMYLI Representatives to such organizations (90
minutes).
EVE: Dinner; Reports and Dialogue with IMYII Committees, including
Continuing Committee and——within that——reports on outcomes of 1992
Concern Group actions (2 hours).

Fri day

AM: Worship; Breakfast; Worship Sharing; Threshing/Seasoning (2 hours if
possible).
PM: Lunch; Concern Groups (go minutes); Threshing/Seasoninq continuation
if desired or free time (90 minutes); overlapping IMYM/AFSC Joint. Service
Project Mtg.
EVE: Dinner; Continuing Committee; overlapping Campfire end Singing

Sat ii rda u

AM: Worship; Breakfact; Worship Sharing; Business 11(2 hours).
PM: Lunch; Intergenerational Interest Groups organized by Young Friends (90
minutes); Interest Groups (90 minutes).
EVE: Dinner; Creativity Night.

Sunda

AM: Worship; Breakfast; Worship Sharing; JYM, JYF. SYF, Watching Cornrriittee
i’epur i.; WUF snip niuunj.



July 9. 1992

To: Members of IMYII Executive Committee
From: Martin Cobin, 1720 Linden Ave. Doulder, CO 00304 (303) 442—5047

This missive deals with three items: 1) notice of a meeting; 2) a cell
for guidance; and 3) some additional thought—sharing.

Notice of meeting

Well have an Executive Committee meeting in the fall (possibftj the
last weekend in September) which, it is hoped, all of you can attend. Details
of this will be sent out later. A preliminary meeting to prepare for this has
been called for early August——a small gathering of Randy Herrick—Stare,
Carol Clark, Garb Stephens, Melanie Grooks, and m!self. I wont to encourage
the rest of you to share with us any thoughts you consider might be helpful.
Please share such thoughts either by mail or through direct or telephone
conversations prior to August 7th. Ge aware that this is a sharing and
facilitating meeting and no decisions will be made in the name of the
Executive Committee. There may well emerge a desire to obtain specific
input from some or all of you, however; please keep me updated on your
address end telephone number.

Reguest for guidance

I may have made a mistake in handling a communication I received
last year and I solicit any advice you feel able to provide. I enclose “A
Minute of Declaration” and a covering letter sent out in February 1992 from
Friends Church Southwest Yearly Meeting. I hove been criticized by same
who were aware of this “Minute” for not having drawn attention to it and,
specifically, f or not having included it among the Epistles received from the
various Yearly Meetings. I answered that I hod not considered it an Epistle.
Having found the time to re—read and reflect upon it, I still dont consider it
an Epistle; if you disagree with this assessment, please let me know and I
will pass it on for inclusion in next years book of Epistles. (In this regard,
it is not uncommon for Epistles to be filed a year late although normally we
attempt to file them as received.)

The covering letter asks us “to consider this minute carefully and,
hopefully, to stand in unity with it or to draft a similar minute of our own.”
Perhaps we should do so. Perhaps I was in error to perceive no need for us
to do so. if I have made an error it is correctable. The concern will not
disappear before we hove an opportunity to respond if we wish to do so.



Certainly, neither I nor any of us believe we have an obligation to do
something just because an organization (even a Friends organization)
requests it of us. Accepting such an obligation would leave to others the
determination of our own agendas; this would be comparable to planning the
family budget by providing funds to all who solicited contributions and then
deciding what to do with the resultant balance or debt.

Also in Februarq, Friends General Conference sent me, as Clerk of
I1yfi. a copy of “FOCUS” fri which the FGC General Secretary discusses some
aspects of relationships among different branches of Friends, presents
statements by Oil] Taber and Frances Taber, and expresses the hope that
Friends will respond to these materials by using them as “stimulants to
meaningful sharing.” I did not consider this an Epistle from FGC nor did I
feel any obligation to utilize the structure and procedures of IMYM to
respond to the materials sent.

must, in all honesty, admit to personal feelings regarding the
“Minute of Declaration” that could have clouded my perception of how to
proceed. Vou may be better able to advise me if I share some of these
feelings with you. cannot readily perceive how to respond so as not to be
divisive. To be constructive rather than divisive seems to me to require a
great deal of time and energy. I may be moved, personally, to expend this
time and energy when I am freed of a variety of responsibilities that have
been confronting me. I felt initially, however, and continue to feel that our
priorities within IMVM do riot encourage a current expenditure of the
necessary time and energy to formulate an organizational response. I
appreciate the fact that, in the eyes of those who sent out the “Minute,” I
and others in IMYM who are “caught in the web” of non—Christian beliefs and
still others within IM?M who are “caught in the web” of homosexuality ore——
in each case——”loved and respected as beloved creations of God.” can
appreciate the “hope that this minute will be received in the spirit in which
it is sent, that is, unconditional love and acceptance of all sinners I can
appreciate the fact that the “Minute” is “not meant to strike out In anger” at
us. Vet there is a clear expression of anger resulting from “the fact some
Friends organizations not only fail to give a clear witness to the gospel in
the face of these false beliefs, but actually encourage people to approve and
explore these dangerous arid destructive paths.”

So how do we respond? We are urged to consider this “Minute”
carefully but hove we not already spent years and are we not continuing to
devote caref Ii] attention and to seeking guidance in these areas? We do not
need this “Minute” to stimulate our consideration. It also seems clear that
where we have now arrived as a consequence of our consideration is at a



point which is not in unity with the “Minute”; we already know we cannot
stand in unity with it or draft a similar minute; no additional deliberation
or prayerful seeking within IMYM is necessary to determine that. We have
been drafting minutes and undoubtedly will continue to draft minutes on
aspects of this as way opens to us——in response to our own leadings rather
than in response to this “Minute of Declaration.” Should we not simph.i
continue to follow our own leadings——as individual Friends, as Monthly
Meetings and Worship Groups, and as a Vearly Meeting——manifesting our
values through our behavior and articulating statements if and when we feel
impelled to do so rather than in response to a statement of those who are
“angered” by what they perceive as our organizational deficiencies? if sonic
feel, as I do not, the need to formulate a response, will we not (despite the
ease of determining our convictions) require a great deal of time agreeing
upon the best wording in which to express ourselves with sufficient clarity
and love? Do we consider the nature of our other needs and responsibilities
and leadings to be such as to make us feel comfortable about taking the time
to address this issue as an organization? I solicit your advice. Certainly it
is and was improper for me to make a unilateral decision on this matter.

More thoughts about planning for lgg3

Returning to the sharing of ideas about next years gathering, Ive been
stimulated by valuable feedback from some of you for which rm grateful.
Fve also been stimulated by the opportunity to examine the evaluation forms
filled out and turned in to the Registrar before our departure from Duranqo.
Randy will be receiving many more of these evaluations and rm sure hell
give us the benefit of a careful tabulation. At this point, however, I want to
share a few more ideas that occur to me. 1)1 respond warmly to the
suggestions that Concern Group and Interest Group listings go out with the
registration materials or before. This can be done most effectively if there
is an early due date and if there is an expectation that, barring some major
change in our environment, nothing will be added after the due date. in the
past we have allowed additions even after arrival at the annual gathering; I
see some advantages in not doing this except under unusual circumstances.
2) There have been favorable reactions to a suggestion that each attender be
allowed a minute early in our sessions to state her or his narrie, major
concern, and or hope as to what will be gained from the yearly meeting
experience. This has great appeal to me but I dont now see how to find the
time to accomplish it. 3) I like the suggestion that the IMVM/AFSC Joint
Service Project report be included in our organization report session rather
than being a separate session of its own; I wonder what problems might be
involved in such an arrangement. 4) There are many expressions of a desire
to have the Concern Groups report to the attenders at the same yearly



meeting in which they deliberate. I had not thought this necessoru since I
anticipated action would take place subsequent to the gatherinq, as still
believe would be the case. Nonetheless, there is a need to consider this
carefully and perhaps come up with a means of shoring the information
before we depart 5) There were some references to an after lunch period
being a “sleepy” time and therefore not good for the keynote speech; this
surprises me but perhaps merits consideration. 6) I empathize with the
desire for more worship and also for earlier worship. “Earlier” worship was -

a reference to earlier in the week; I sensed little relationship between the
desire for more worship and the willingness to participate in the worship
sessions before breakfast. 7) I was impressed by the frequency of both
contradictory requests and statements that seemed to reflect a certain
degree of ignorance; this makes me cautious about allowing one or two
stated opinions to influence our procedures without careful attention to a
variety of other pertinent factors.

.4



7/12/92

Dear Randy.

Thanks for what I assume is a copy of Arline Hotison’s evaluation. If
this is the oriqinal, let me know arid Ill mail it back to you. This kind of
feedback is most helpful; it fits with my reading of Arlines reactions while
we were in Durango. I enclose a copy of a letter rm sending her.

rm most grateful to get your directory of clerks. I have some
variations to share with you:

1. Arizona Half—Yearly Meeting Clerk is Pat Corbett, HCR Box 745, Benson,
AZ 85602. rye written to her asking f or a confirmation and to find out if
she has a telephone now.

2. For Sun City. a later clerk or convenor is Anne Tirnmer, 12423 Bluesterri
Drive, Sun City West, AZ 05375. Tel. 602/504-9422.

3. The clerk in Boulder is John Huyler, 2030 Floral, Boulder, CO 00304,
303 /499-8230.

4. I dont know who the Lander, Wyoming worship group clerk is but Donn
Kesseiheim with the address and phone you list for Lander is clerk of
Wyoming Friends Meeting which has are associate relationship with us.

5. left a message at Colorado Springs asking to be informed about the new
clerk.

6. The clerk at Fort Collins (check spelling in the address) is Deb Robson——
no “e” in the last name.

7. Clerk at New Mexico Regional is Cathy Turner, 2 15 E. Houghton #2, Santa
Fe,NM 67501-4442 505/984-3256.

8. Clerk at ClearLight (note capital “L”) is Pat Habicht, P0 Box 3030, Taos,
NM 87571 505/750-8745.

9. For Mancos, Tom Vaughan spells his last name as Ive indicated.

10. I have no name for a Gilo clerk ut was given P0 Box 039, Silver City,
NIl 88062 and the same telephone number as preyiouslu.



11. I-or nta I-e, I have Karen Salzrnonri. WOO Larmno Lorrales, arita Fe,
Nil 07501 505/908-1097.

12. For Los Memos, I show Marie Andrew.

13. For Utah Friends Fellowship. a new clerk is being chosen and Ive asked
for the information when available.

14. The new clerk at Salt Lake City is Chuck Rostkowski, 2030 Marilyn
Drive, Ogden, UT 04403 001/392-0950.

15. Clerk at Mexico Citli is Inge Jones. I have a home address but its more
efficient to write to her with her title as clerk do the Case with address
as shown. Case telephone is 705—0521 (ask f or Ellen Gonzales).

16. For Midland, I have Mike Gray, P0 Box 11262, Midland TX 79702.

Note: I’m seeking confirmation on all “regional” clerks arid if I get any
changes in updates, I’ll let you know.

I hope the preceding is more helpful then confusing. Any change I have
from your list is. I believe, an update from your information. There could be
changes more recent than what have, however.

June’s mother died Friday night——a great relief to her and, to a lesser
degree, to all the family. There is some grief involved, of course, but we’ve
been grieving and expecting death for a long time so the mood here is not
one of great sorrow. One of the consequences is that June and I will shorti
be able to spend more time at a cabin we hove in the mountains. We won’t be
absent from Boulder for any length of time, since the garden and lawn
require some attention but you should know our phone number in the
rnountains——258-3883 or (if it’s easier to remember) BLUE VUE. Our
granddaughter will be getting married at the cabin on August 1 St and then
having her honeymoon there for the first week of August. Naturally, we
won’t be there then. Other than this week, however, you should have this
alternate telephone number for us throughout a considerable pert of the
year. The phone in Boulder will continue to take messages. Normally, the
mountain phone will not be answered if we’re not there but it’s a local call
from Denver now so that’s no complication.

See you August 9th. (I decided to invite Jim Hoff man to that meeting
if he wants to join us and if, hopefully, he’ll be free then——on reflection, it
didn’t seem right to me for one of our officers not to be included.)
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Dear Arline Hobson,

Randy has just sent me your IMYM evaluation for which t am grateful.
appreciate the tenderness of your concern; personally, I feel no need to

avoid putting it “in the pot”; in fact, I believe it would be better in than out

of the pot——but fli leave that to Randy. It is precisely this kind of frank,
honest, caring criticism reflecting both a deep organizational ccinc:ern and a
personal love for those in need of guidance that will lead to irrWrovement.

Your comments add meaningfully to those formulated by others. There
was a wide diversitil of reactions to our experiment, even to the assessment
of what worked and what didnt work. I want to assure you of a number of
items. 1) The “experiment” was not a wilful, independent fling on the part
of any one or two of us; it grew out of careful planning in response to a
great deal of input solicited from Friends Meetings and Worship I3roups
throughout the Yearly Meeting end it was approved at a variety of levels in
our organizational structure. I do know that the degree of involvement by
Friends in what was formulated at the local levels varied; that is
unfortunate and beyond our control. I also know that, because of differences
in time and ease or difficulty of communication, some aspects of our plan
were given less than an ideal amount of attention. Nonetheless, an honest
attempt was made——with a definite degree of success——to involve as many
Friends as possible in formulating and working out our new procedures. The
ultimate test, of course, has to be the Yearly Meeting gathering, itself, and
from that we learned a great deal. 2) One of the things I learned was that I
still hod certain skills but that I also had some major deficiencies as a
clerk, regret the deficiencies but am in no sense defensive or touchy about
them; Ill simply try to overcome them as best I can and trust that the
strength of IMYi Friends is sufficient to cope with me for one more year.
The effort to improve will be greatly strengthened by comments such as
yours and I thank you for writing as you did. 3) One of the exciting aspects
of our sessions was that the identification of whet didnt work was
frequently (in the majority of cases, in fact) accompanied by constructive
suggestions as to how to improve; these already have been and will continue
to be taken very seriously and I have confidence in our ability to move
forward. 4) The potential for moving forward is reflected in the fact that
there was a lot of positive reaction to our “experiment”; this means that it
will not be merely a few die—herds trying to keep alive en idea or procedure
out of touch with where IMYII Friends are or seek to be. Care will have to be

J the mn and his son
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each oerson theu encountered in the course of their iourneu. Assurriinq
!Joure familiar with this, I woni repeat it, but I will assure you that rr
commitment to respectfulhl heed every bit of advice arid guidance will be
tempered by mi sense of the importance of perspective arid my reliance upon
the wisdom and guidance of other Friends involved in the decision making. 5)
I believe each of us involved in this process is motivated bli the desire to
fociliote as fully as possible the well—being of IrlYM; we will work
diligently to profit from the reactions to what we undertake and how we
undertake it.

1 am already well into the second year of my service as Clerk, buoyed
up by the knowledge that I will continue to receive constructive and frank:
criticism. To a significant measure, we learn from our mistakes. The
willingness to risk making. mistakes (and thereby learning more) is much
greater when we have both respect and affection for our critics——which I do
with you. Stick to it!

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin

Copy: Randy Herrick—Stare



7/14/1992

Deer Arline. -

Now that Myrtle Peterson (Junes mother) has passed away, I feel a
qreat sense of relief. It was an end that Myrtle had been hoping for and
looking forward to for a considerable period of time arid the last few
months have been particularly difficult—-mostly for June., of course, but
also for myself.

Adjusting to a gradually expanding sense of peace and quiet, it occurs
to me that the depth and sincerity of your concerns might make you
appreciate sharing some of the thinking and correspondence that had been
going on prior to my receipt of your evaluation and the letter I recently
wrote and mailed to you. The best way to accomplish this may be to send
you the enclosures; they are addressed to the IMYM Executive Committee but.,
obviously, include nothing confidential. One correction called for is the
need to add the name of Jim Hoffman to those asked to gather in August.

It is not my intention to co—opt you onto the Executive Committee. I
do want to comfort you, if possible, with the knowledge that I have some
degree of sensitivity to the matters of concern. More encouraging to you
should be the fact that I am involving others and that what will come before
IMYM Friends will grow out of the interactions among the members of the
appropriate committees and structures of Yearly Meeting. You are free to
send me any advice all this may stimulate or simply to remain informed——
with this material as one source of information.

In loving fellowship,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Ooulder, Colorado 60304
July22, 1992

Eric W. Johnson
6110 Ardleigh Street
Philadelphia, Penrisylvarna 191 36—1 520

Dear Eric.

Our family has been embroiled in a period of stress, hence the delay in
mu response.

I’ll go through your letter by the numbers:

#1. This seems fine except I won’t guarantee the afternoon time.
Well set the schedule firmly at a later date——officially in February. I’m
content that you won’t rely on the s(S)pirit but assume you’ll be responsive
to it if it intrudes.

*2. We don’t normally relate to the finances in precisely the fashion
you set forth but I see no problem with it. I think our “habit” is to pay
travel costs up to $1,000 and take care of your meals and lodgings at the
gatherng. Since we ought not be creatures of habit in too rigid a sense, I
suggest that you pa’ for your transportation to and from the Yearly Meeting
site, let our Registrar take care of your meals and lodging at the college,
and then see if ther&s anything left of the $1,000. If there isn’t..
everything’s simple; if there is, we’ll figure a way to get you the difference.

Regarding the timing, yes, arrive on Tuesday and contact IMYM
Registrar who will arrange for your lodging and meals in conversation with
you. We’ll pay for your costs at the college starting Tuesday and we’d like
to have you be part of the Wednesday evening welcome which won’t start
before 7:00 PM. Biven a starting time in that neighborhood, you might wish
to eat the evening meal with us on Wednesday but it’s not essential. A
detailed schedule with times and places will be sent to you in the spring.
Registration is in the student union building (or some such name) on the
campus of Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado; this will be with your
scehdule materials——including the name, address, and phone number of the
Registrar (Darbara Stephens) whose knowledge is exceeded only b! her
cheerful helpfulness.

Well be content if youre there at the times you listed. When we
suport the travel of a couple, we expect contributions frorra both. Since
“mere members” are the reasons for the existence of a Yearly Meeting



gathering, such a contribution by Gay will be valued and appreciated. Well
probably work iou overtime anyway so she can help you maintain some
perspective. As to what we’ll ask of you, we’ll see what develops from the
other “mere members”; hang loose.

Regarding your footnote, I don’t think any subject could be too
controversial for us. (After all, the Yearly Meeting chose me as its clerk.)
The key questiona are appropriateness to the directions in which we want to
be going——which will emerge from our planning sessions. Personally, I was
quite interested in your reprint and its assertion of your desire to be a
Quaker atheist. In 1975, the Friends Journal printed a talk I’d given to
Friends General Conference in which I asserted my desire to be a non—
Christian Friend. Obviously, both of us are in need of salvation.

#3 I’ll hand your publication materials to the Friend who coordinates
the bookstore. She’ll be delighted to have this information and will make
good use of it, I’m sure.

4. Thanks for the Cs’.

The copy for Gilbert seems appropriate. I assume your realize,
however, that getting you into it doesn’t involve any commitment to get you
out of it or even through it. I also assume your own resources will be
sufficient to cope with the unforeseen difficulties.

I hope this will do for a while. My wife and I (and several hundreds
more) look forward to seeing you and Gay this summer.

Regards,

Martin Cobin



August 13, 1992

To: All Regional and Monthly Meeting clerks of IMYII
From: Martin Cobin (1720 Linden Ave. floulder, CO 00304 Tel.

303/442-5047)
Subject: Organizational continuity

It is my official responsibility to consult with the clerk of the next
responsible Regional Meeting about naming an IFIYM Nominating Committee
to facilitate transfer of leadership responsibilitij. I draw your attention to
the “Guide for the Operations of IMYM,” most particularly pp. 4—8.
Nominations for officers, as I understand it, should be given to Randy
Herrick—Stare and to myself prior to the Continuing Committees meeting in
early February.

I am also to notify the clerks of each Regional and Monthly Meeting
that appointments to IMYII committees are expected four months before the
winter Continuing Committee meeting. Please check the “Guide,”
particularly pp. 9—16 and what follows.

To facilitate transfer, and and all incoming officiers who would
consider it beneficial and are able to do so are encouraged to attend and
observe preliminary planning sessions. The Executive Committee will meet
Saturday, Septemebr 26th starting at 1:00 PM at the Mountain View Meeting
House in Denver. The Continuing Committee will meet at the same place in
February; contact Randy Herrick—Stare, Continuing Committee clerk, for
details (501 E. First Ave., Denver, CO 00203; tel. 303/777—2105). The
Executive Committee will meet Friday evening prior to the Continuing
Committee.

For the attention of all of you I enclose my current list of Regional,
Meeting, and Worship Group clerks with addresses and telephone numbers.
Please check the list (for yourself and for Worship Groups within your
Meeting) and correct it as necessary. Also inform me of changes prior to
June as they occur. IMYM communication is dependent on this.

The attention of IMYM clerks is drawn to the fact that IMYM, authorized to appoint
representatives to FCNL, has elected to have its Regional Meetings designate and support such
representatives. Unfortunately, we have four regional meetings and our membership size onlij
allows us to designate six representatives. While we work out a more satisfactor procedure, I
suggest that each Regional Meeti ni designate and so inform me one representative and one
alternate. Alternates will be sent all materials and maq attend all qeneral sessions. We can decide
which two of the alternates shall serve as regular representatives based an 1) Regional Meeting
membership numbers, 2) who can make a firm commitment to attend each FcNL annual meetin’i,
or some other criterai to be determined in the future; FCNL is content to leave this to us.



August 1 3, 1 992

To: I MVIi Executive Committee
From: Martin Cobin, Clerk
Subject: Meeting

1. A meeting of the Executive Committee is coiled for Saturday,
September 26th, at the Mountain View Meeting House in Denver, starting at
1:00 PM and concluding as wag opens. Pending other arrangements. anyone
coming from a distance who needs help with transportation or overnight
lodging please contact Carol Clark well in advance (1652 Niagara, Denver,
CO 80220. Tel.303/320-1414).

2. Please check p. 9 of the “Guide for the operations of IMYM” to
refresh yourself on our cornrnitte&s composition and responsibilities.

3. Please read carefully, when available and prior to the September
meeting, the 1992 IIIYM Minutes.

4. Present at our preliminary meeting of the 9th were Randy Herrick—
Stare, Carol Clark, Barbara Stephens, Jim Hoffman, Melanie Brooks, and
myself. We set the dote of the September meeting; established two working
groups to prepare for that meeting and, beyond that, for the Continuing
Committee in February (of which you ore all members); and discussed a
number of items to stimulate our thinking and to remind us of tasks to be
done. One working group is to focus on site utilization at Fort Lewis
College. The other working group is to focus on the 1992 program schedule.
These are matters for determination by the Continuing Committee in
February so the earlier we con contribute toward the formulation of ideas
and recommendations, the more helpful it will be The Executive Committee
will meet on Friday evening just prior to the Continuing Committee Saturday
and Sunday sessions in February.

5. Sharing of ideas is of great value——as information and as
stimulation. To facilitate this and effective communication in the future, I
send along my current listing of Executive Committee members. Please
check this list and help me make it as correct and complete as possible.

6. Fd like to pass along (in no particular order) some of the program
ideas discussed on the 9th.

a. Worship Sharing Groups set up at late afternoon (just befor supper) times
as well as in the morning would allow those who wished to arrange to



September 1 0, 1 992

Ta: Ted Church, Jim Hoffman, Gilbert White, Randy Herrick—Stare
From: Martin Cobin
Subject: Ted Church letter of September 4th

From my perspective, the financial support request for the 1994
Triennial seems reasonable. Several questions come to mind.

First, there is the question of timing. In light of advance planning and
the need for clarity regarding commitment, at what point would it be
desirable and at what point necessary to have firm answers? Certainly this
can be considered as early as we desire and it can be discussed at the
Executive Committee on the 27th of this month. Whenever it is discussed,
input from you folks would be helpful. I will put the matter on our
Executive Committee agenda and leave it to Randy to determine when and
how to consider it at Continuing Committee.

Second, there the matter of determining which years budget should
accomodate this and from where (and how) the funds should be obtained.
This is a matter for Finance Committee and Treasurer consideration. Which
Finance Committee and which Treasurer? Should there be a simple
allocation from the treasury or the establishment of a special fund within
IMYM for this purpose with contributions beyond the requested $2,900 being
allocated to the “sponsorships” category? Such a fund could be set up at any
time and contributions could be solicited and accumulated over time with
the knowledge that IMVI1 would guarantee the $2,900 portion of it. Im just
thinking on paper and merely offering a possible approach. Here again,
official action rriust be taken satisfactory to the Local Arrangements
Committee and 1m aware that theres much of which 1m ignorant.

Third, with regard to the level at which approval should be obtained.
we need firm recommendations from appropriate committees and, as part of
our budget——I should think——approval at a Yearly Meeting. Should timing
require it, I suppose we could solicit responses from all Monthly Meetings.

Such are my thoughts——for whatever theyre worth. At the least, I
hope they reflect a positive attitude.



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304

) ‘ 27 September 1 992
:! o

Deer Ursula and Fred Franklin. • bw

My apologies for the long delay between IMYM and this letter. The
period after IMYM was extremely difficult for June and myself. Junes
mother died in July and the circumstances in the last period of her life,
rather then the death itself1 were such as to make June in need of my
support. As soon as we emerged from that experience we had to shift to
another activity that was fortunetehi a very happy one but which did require
our time end energies-—that of preparing our mountain cabin to put it in

suitable condition as the place in which our granddaughter would be married
and in which the newlyweds would have a weeks honeymoon. Being busy
was, in itself, good for us and to focus on a happy occasion was doubly good
for us; we were still left with neither time nor energy for letter writing.
We emerged from all this with various matters that had piled up awaiting
our attention.

Yesterday was the culmination of several preparations” for me: 1) an
IMYM Executive Committee meeting to ensure we were properly launched on
the preparations we needed to make at this point of time for the 1993
gathering; and 2) a meeting with the staff end Program Committee of the
Colorado Area Office of AFSC (which works as an integral part of the
Regional AFSC Program that has its main office in Des Moines, Iowa. I will
be Presiding Clerk of IMYM for this one more year continuing until the end of
the 1993 gathering. I have just been appointed to serve as an interim
administrator/supervisor of the Denver AFSC Office while staff and
program go through a major transition period. This interim position is for a
maximum of six months so it will conclude well before the IMYM sessions in
Durango. June end I have also been involved——in a minor but exciting way——
with the daughter who lives in Boulder end her husband and sans as they try
to work out a dream they have of establishing a camp and lodge facility to
support a variety of socially useful activities. This is still in a formative
stage but it involves purchase of property in the county in which Pagosa
Springs is located——from which you sent your last letter (so you know how
attractive the area is. Also, through thick and thin, June has continued her
commitment to nurturing the garden that feeds our eyes and our stomachs.

The preceding suggests to you why weve been busy and explains, to
some degree, why I havent written sooner.



October 5. 1 992

To: Clerks of IMYM Worship Groups, of Monthly Meetings, end of
Regional Meetings (as variously desi grioted)

From: Martin Cobin, IMYM Presiding Clerk

1. The IMYM Executive Committee met on September 26th. It will be
advantageous for you to be aware of some items relatively early and to
share this awareness with other Friends as soon as feasible.

a. The new Interest Group and Concern Group coordinator is Jerry Krenz
(10107 Gold Hill Rd. - Saline, Doulder, CO 80302, Tel. 303/442-0492).
Please inform Friends that proposals should reach Jerry by March 1.

b. We will recommend to the Continuing Committee that the “Utah Minute”
be a subject of major focus in threshing/seasoning and business sessions.

c. We are recommending that reports on AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC to the VM be
the responsibility not of staff members but of our representatives. I
request Regional Clerks to inform me as to the identity of their current
FCNL representatives and their ability to perform this function.

d. Please alert all Friends serving on IHVM Committees to the fact that
committee reports should be sent to Randy Herrick—Stare by May 15th so
they can be included in the notebooks and considered for business sessions.

2. As Clerk of Continuing Committee, Randy will be stimulating
considerable deliberation among Friends through communication with your
representatives to the Committee. I urge you to work closely and
supportively with your representatives in helping them in their ability to
truly represent Friends at the Continuing Committee sessions.

3. I have undertaken an additional responsibility as Interim
Administrator—Supervisior of the AFSC Area Office in Denver——a three—
fifths time position for a period not to exceed six months. I feel at ease
about my ability to meet both IMYII and AFSC responsibilities. Part of my
task is to facilitate the process of hiring an ongoing full—time staff member
for the Denver Office. As soon as feasible, a job description will be
formulated and a proper search process initiated. My personal concern for
nurturing more active participation by Friends in the activities of AFSC
leads me to alert you to this situation and to ask you to alert others to it.



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 00304
October 14. 1992

Ted Church
4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque. Nil 07 120

Dear Ted,

Thanks for your letter of the 3rd. My guess is you gave Jim Hoffman
more than he wanted or needed but 1m sure it will keep him happy.

To my knowledge, the only Wyoming group officially under the core of
Doulder Meeting was the one in Laramie. This group did request and obtain
its release from any formal connection although they indicated their desire
to maintain friendly association with us and with Colorado General. They
have our blessings and I maintain a personal interest and contact.

Ive made the corrections you gave me on Gila, Santa Fe, anti Chamisa—
—also Susan Darrick. I asked to be kept up to dote so I do get some word. I
also read about changes in newsletters but 1m not always sharp about that.
Periodically, I send Randy an updated version of my list. Detween such
revisions, I call or write to him with information about changes as they
come in. I suppose with him, as with me, changes sometimes arrive just
after a mailing has gone out and perhaps he does what I do, simply duplicate
the mailing to those new additions.

The Executive Committee is recommending that our Fri ends
organizations reports at Yearly Meeting be made by our representatives
rather than by staff members. It will be up to our representatives to
determine how to use their time and whether and how to relate staff
members to their presentations. Were suggesting one report session for
AFSC and FCNL and another report session for FWCC and the FWCC Triennial.
Well see how the Continuing Committee reacts to our Schedule ideas; this
will alert you to a possibility.

Thanks for all youre doing.

Sincerely,

Ilartin Cobin



November 1, 1992

To: Iii Vii Representatives to AFSC, FCNL. FWCC (Copies to Regional
Clerks, David Henkel, Ted Church, Cynthia Taylor, Randy
Herrick—Stare, Jerry Krenz

From: Martin Cobin, MVM Clerk (1720 Linden Ave., 5oulder, CO 80304
Tel. 303/442-5047

Subject: Representation and the 1993 IMYM Program

This will look similar to a memo most of you received from me last
gear but there are significant differences. As with last year, Ill begin by
sharing your names, addresses, and telephone numbers as known to me and
ask you to make corrections if needed.

IMYM representatives to AFSC
Nick Macen 819 Norris, Prescott, AZ 86301 602/778-5971
Elise Ooulding 624 Pearl St. #206 Ooulder, CO 00302 303/449-

1617
Oill Gross 1401 Las Lames Rd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87102 505/242—

5785
Steve Retcliffe 676 S., 1200 E., Salt Lake City. UT 84102 80 1/583-

5815
IMYM representatives to FCNL (appointed by regional meetings)*

Lucy Logan AZ) 2319 E. Victory, Tempe AZ 85281 602/364—7759
Katherine Welch CO 1140 Portland P1., Apt. 302, Ooulder, CO 00304

303/443-4585
Susan Warthman (CO) 4102 Eaton, Mountain View, CO 80212

303/421-2879
Susan Dahi (NM) P0 Oox 1684, Durarigo CO 81301 303/247-4550
Elisabeth Simon (NM) Oox 1125, Faywood, Nil 88034 505/536-7665
Anne Ryder (LIT) 3054 E., 3960 S., Salt Lake City, UT 84103

801/278-5166
IMVM representatives to FWCC

Anline Hobson 1538 W. Greenlee, Tucson, AZ 85705 602/887-3050
flarbara Neal 629 Dixon, Gold Hill, floulder, CO 80302 303/939-9724
Dill Dunland P0 fox 308, Cokedele, CO 81032 719/046-7400
Elaine Emmi 1960 Herbert Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 04100 001/582—

0719

David Henkel 3 Cerrado Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87505 505/988-2019
Ted Church 4 Arco NW, Albuquerque, NM 87120 505/890-5306
Cynthia Taylor 1168 ., 600 S., Apt. F, Salt Lake City, UT 84102 001/502—

4049



1720 Linden Avenue
5oulder, Colorado 00304
November 13, 1992
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Yesterday, I returned home-from Denver after attending a

memorial

worship fore Mountain View Meeting Friend. I.had onlUa brief time to eat

supper before going to the meeting of a clearness committee with a woman
seeking membership fl the Goulder Meeting Finding your letter here, 1 had
no time for more than the phone call I made to you; I left afmessege because
I knew Fd return home too late to try another phone call.

I regret the nature of your responselo my earlier communication to
you and I feel badly about the way in which my handling of the matter may
have contributed to it. In April of this year,youmarecall,I checked with
our representatives to IMYM asking them, including you. to confirm the
correctness of my information concerning identities, addresses, phone V

numbers, and term expiration dates. [also pointed out the problem of our
having more representatives than FCNL authorized. I suggested as a possible
solution, the designation of some people as alternates. I have discussed
this problem elsewhere, indicating that alternates would receive all
notifications and would-be fully welcome at.the General Committee meeting
but that some other solution might be preferable. The April 5 memo,
however, addressed to IMYM representatives to FCNL with copies to Region
Clerks and to FCNL, included the statement, “This should be solved as soon
as possible and must be solved prior to the November. FCVNL General
Committee meeting. Please inform me and the FCNL n8tional office of the
solution.” I never had a response to this request for a solution.

As we approached the November FCNL meeting, I made another request
to Region Clerks to bring me up to date on-current representatives to FCNL.
This was included in an October 5th memorandum sent to “Clerks of J[by[b

Worship Groups, of Monthly Meetings, and of Regional Meetings (as variously
designated).” This included the following, “We are recommending that
reports on AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC to the Vii be the responsibility not of staff
members but of our representatives. I requested regional clerks to inform
me as to the identity of their current FCNL representatives and their ability
to perform this function.” I had to follow up this request with telephone



1-24-93

Dear Friends, ‘.4

I’m enclosing copies of two memos sent some time back and
addressing this letter and the endlàsures to all of you who are named on
either of the enclosures. As you can tell, Allcya Malik remains among those
representing us at FCNL and her earlier omission was an error——which still
leaves us with the need to determine how to select six representatives.

The purpose of this mailing is to provide reminders to those who may
be in need of reminders; you’ll know who you ore. Last summer I felt that,
as presiding clerk, I intruded too much In the business metings. I felt I
could improve !n this respect if I held back more from the preliminary
planning so as not to have——even on the subconscious level——any sort of a
vested interest In the direction or conclásions of our deliberations. In line
with this, I believe I carried out, for the current year, my obligation to
initiate what was appropriate while not assuming responsibility for what
others did or did not see fit to carry through. Perhaps I’m relaxing my
resolve now but I just feel more comfortable sending out this reminder;
hopefully it isn’t needed and won’t be resented.

While I’m writing to you, I’d like to .share a concern, the strength of
which is unclear because I don’t know the extent of the feelings that
stimulate it, I have now heard from two people about a desire by some IMYM
Friends to boycott our annual gathering as part of their commitment to join
the boycott of Colorado in protest against the passage of our Amendment 2.
Nobody with this desire has so far seen fit to inform me about it 50 I have
no idea regarding the extensiveness or strength of it. As a consequence, I’m
not motivated to send a formal. statement of my own to the various Meeting
and Worship Group clerks. I. get so little response from most of these clerks
that I don’t know how good a channel for communication that is, anyway.
Regardless, I wonder if some of you might sensitize yourselves to feelings
on this subject among Friends you know and give me or Randy Herrick—Stare
some advance notion of what we might expect at the Continuing Committee
meeting.

Personally, I’d feel depressed by any concerted effort to boycott IMYM
because of its location in Colorado. I have a strong concern for the rights of
those who would suffer from Amendment 2 if it became law and for the
suffering already caused as a consequence of its passage by a majority of
Colorado voters. I fought against its passage and am participating in the
effort to keep it from becoming law. If it does become law, I’ll continue my



January 25, 1 993

To: Merribers of IMVM Executive Committee
From: Martin Cobin
Subject: February Meeting

At our last meeting, in the fall, we agreed to meet again on Frida!
evening, February 12th, at 7:00 P.M. in the Mountain View Meeting House.
Randy Herrick—Stare recently sent a reminder of this to you, indicating that
you could inform him if you had a need for hospitality. This is another
reminder. Our main task will be to set an agenda for the Continuing
Committee that convenes the next day. There will undoubtedly be other
bus i nec s.

I look forward to seeing you.



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
February 1, 1993

Marshall Massey
4353 East 119th Way
Thornton, Colorado 00233

Dear Marshall,

Thank you for sharing your concern and your leading. I will miss your
participation in the yearly meeting.

With regard to Amendment 2, I respect the purpose of the boycott and
understand its value as a witness. I’m not clear as to the effectiveness,
either as a witness or as an impact on Colorado, of non—participation in the
IMYM sessions in Durango but I advocate nothing in this regard. My own
leadings are to seek the support of other Friends in the struggle against
discrimination and to assist in the reinforcement Friends can get from one
another in carrying on this struggle. I see Amendment 2 as part of a much
wider effort affecting the human rights of all who don’t conform to a
narrow value system and as part of an effort being undertaken all over the
country. There will be versions of this amendment and others over a wide
area and we must confront the basic problem of changing understanding and
attitudes. I consider the boycott a useful strategy which, in itself, will not
solve the problem. Attention must be paid to what will solve the problem
and I think we can help each other pay such attention in our gathering.

I see nothing contradictory in our respective leadings other than
where we’ll be, physically, at the time of the IMYM gathering. We will be
employing different methods in response to the same values and to achieve
the same goals. I wish you well in what you are undertaking. I will pray
supportively to feel a sense of unity with you. During your vigil, I hope you
will walk or stand or both with a sense of the presence of God and the
support of IMYM Friends.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
February 5, 19g3

Nancy Yarnall, Editor
FRIENDS BULLETIN
1620 NW Menlo Drive
Corvallis, OR g7330-2055

Dear Nancy,

I responded to Marshall Massey as soon as I received his letter. I note
that his and my letter bear the same date. You have a copy of his letter; I
enclose a copy of my response to it and I’ll send a copy of that response (and
of this response to you) to Randy.

Something may develop at Continuing Committee that will merit
drawing to your attention; well see. Please note that my letter to Marshall
was a personal response. I felt free to sign my letter as Clerk of IMYM
because I am Clerk of IMYM, I wrote with a sense of my responsibility as
such, and I thought the sincerity of Marshall’s concern merited a prompt
answer that would alleviate any possible anxiety about his spiritual kinship
with those IMYM Friends who would not share his leading. I’m not in a
position, at this time, to speak for IMYM as an entity.

Cheerfully yours,

Martin Cobin

enclosure: letter to Marshall
copy to: Randy



2-7-1993

Deer Ted Church,

I thought I should send you my most recent update of the enclosed.
It’s been a long time since I made an entry. The latest is the substitution of
Margaux Baker as Clerk of Albuquerque—— which I gleaned from your Meeting
newsletter. How did that slip by?

Kenneth Boulding, who’s deteriorating rather rapidly from his cancer,
had a further complication this pest Wednesday of felling end breaking a hip.
June and I visited him in the hospital this morning. He proclaimed himself
as “spiritually comfortable.”

Inspiteof it all...

Cheerfully yours,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
March 10, 1993

Nancy Yarnall, Editor
FRIENDS BULLETIN
1620 NW Menlo Drive
Corvallis, OR 97330-2055

Dear Nancy,

I was out of town doing some of my AFSC work and returned to find
your card with a request for an IMYM call to Meeting that you desired by the
18th of this month. I wasn’t able to contact Barbara Stephens last night but
I’m sure I’ll be able to do so shortly. In light of the time shortage, however,
and the fact that she’s probably up to her ears with other IMYM business, I’m
taking the liberty of sending you what may be a usable response. If Barbara
sees anything wrong with this, I’ll call you to make the necessary
correction.

I don’t know excatly what is desired. I enclose a statement of two
paragraphs. If the first paragraph is all you need, just use that. I wrote the
second paragraph for use——without the first paragraph——as the Clerk’s
Welcome for the IMYM program; I see no reason why it couldn’t be used by
you as well if you want that much. Take your choice. As I indicated, Barb
may want something different——in which case we’ll get back to you on it.

Thanks for including the items regarding our Amendment 2 situation
in the March issue. There’s certainly a lot to be considered.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin

enclosure: 1
copy to: Barb Stephens



3- 1O-c13

E:ear barb,

Enclosed is material sent to NoncyVarnal] which I believe is self—
explanatory. I hope to speak to you on the phone to see if any changes should
be made or if you wont to send something in on your own to replace. Either
way, I hope you can use the second paragraph of what I sent Nancy as my
welc:orne message for the program. Irnmediatel! below is the information I
was supposed to send you about our speaker. Finally, I need clarification as
to whether you want from Randy and myself by the 14th the agenda items
for business sessions at IMVM and, if so. how I can arrange to get them to
you. Ill keep trying to get to ‘ou by phone and apologize for being gone so
much on AFSC business. Thanks for your help.

Eric Johnson

Eric Johnson has chosen, as the title of his talk to us. “How Can
Friends and Should Friends Walk Cheerfully Dyer the Earth? Why?” Eric is a
life—long Friend. A brochure that tells of one of his books. Quaker Meeting: A
Risky &isiness, describes it as “...lively, thought provoking,...chock—full of
information, personal observations, inspiring messages, outrageous
happenings, and humorous anecdotes concerning Quaker Meetings.” A few
“bits arid pieces” about our speaker could include such items as his
graduation from Germantown Friends School and Harvard, his service as head
of a large Friends’ school in Philadelphia, his experience as a conscientious
objector during World War ii, his work with AFSC in many parts of the
world, and his authoring or co—authoring of forty—nine books, which have
sold over twenty—one million copies, on such topics as sex education,
language arts, and humor. We will be fortunate to have him accompanied to
IMVM bq his wife, Gay Gilpin Johnson.



YOU ARE INVITED

Intermountain Yearly Meeting of Friends (IMYM) will be held at Fort
Lewis College in Durango, Colorado from Wednesday, June 9th through
Sunday, June 12th. Tuesday, June 8th, is available for any who may wish an
extra day. Registration information can be obtained from Barbara Stephens,
8467 Chase Drive, Arvada, CO 80003.

The theme of this gears annual gathering is ewelk Cheer-lung..’
Friends will recognize this phrase as part of George Fox’s advice——despite
his beatings and imprisonments and the death of many who joined in his
journey——to walk cheerfully over the earth answering that—of—God In all
people. Ours, too, are troubled times. Although we do not share the
troubles equally, we are painfully aware of ethnic cleansing in the Balkans,
starvation In Africa, violence and Injustice within our own society, and the
divisiveness growing from prejudice and intolerance that confronts us with
questions regarding our own personal actions or inactions as Friends. It is
appropriate for our main speaker, Eric Johnson, to provide questions as the
title to his speech, How Can Friends and Should Friends Walk Cheerfully
Over the Earth? Why’?’ We need help in seeking and utilizing the answers.



OOULDER MEETING MINUTE TO IMYM
IN RESPOSE TO COLORADO’S AMENDMENT 2

We coil upon Intermountain Yearly Meeting to encourage oil Friends to
reach out to those with whom we con join in constructive activity to offirm
the value of diversity and the dignity and rights of oil people. We urge
witness through personal behavior and collective action and not through
words alone.

Colorado’s 1992 Amendment 2 is a suppression of human rights. It
denies to a specific group of people (gays, lesbians, and bisexuals) legal
protection against discrimination. It reflects attitudes of intolerance and
prejudices agoinst diversity. It conflicts with our commitment to respect
the innote dignity ond worth of all people. The affirmation of our own
values as Friends impels us to work to build o society of mutual
appreciation and respect. It also impels us to struggle to overcome the
banlers that divide people from one another and the forces which erect,
maintain, and heighten such boaters.

We recognize the denial of human rights as far more extensive than
simply within the borders of Colorado. Indeed, it extends throughout the
world. However, as citizens and residents of this State, we have a
particular stake in what has happened here and, if left unopposed, will
continue to happen. We recognize the denial of human rights as targeting far
more than one particular group of people.

The significance of the problem should not depend, however, on how
many or who are affected by it We call upon IMYM, therefore, in the name of
those who assemple at its 1993 gathering, to make a public affirmation of
our values in support of that—of—God in all people.



3-13-93

Deer Bert,

Here’s whet Rendy end I worked out for the business egende. I expect
to give e copy of this to you on Sundey. You seid I could meil it to you in
cese you were not eble to be there; in thet event I believe it might help for
you not to welt thet long so I’ll get it in the mail todey es e preceution. No
hem will be done if you end up with en extra copy. Hopefully we will see
eech other Sundey so we can interact ebout it end consider eny questions or
corrections. I mey not heve gotten everything straight on the phone end
there wes confusion in my mind regarding my own hendwriting for Thursdey
evening.

7:30-0:30 PM
Welcome
Schedule mechanics
Introductions and Individual Concerns

8:30-9:00 PM
Worship

Thursday
10:15-12:00 AM

Epistle
Approval of Watching Committee
Organizational reports (AFSC, FCNL, FWCC—— 15 minutes each*)

* See Concern and Interest Group schedules also
Continuing Committee report
Finance Committee report (information only——see Saturday)
Budget Committee report (information only——see Saturday))
Nominating Committee presentation
Approval of slate of officers
FCNL representation——consideration on selection of six

7:15-8:00 PM
Committee reports

(Note: This is the time slot I wasn’t sure about; my handwriting
looked like business reportV and I didn’t know what that meant.)

1



March 10, 1993

To: Clerks of IMYM Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups
From: Martin Cobin, IMYM Clerk
Subject: News and Reports Due

1. News was not the intent of this mailing but I should share with
you, If you have not heard through other channels, that Kenneth Boulding died
last night

2. Please send to Randy Herrlck—Stare at 501 E. First Avenue, Denver,
Co 00203, the following items (submitted separately so that they can be
copied and placed In our record books for reading by interested Friends
during the Annual gathering):

a. Your State of the Meeting report

b. Any memorial minutes for Friends in your Meeting

c. Any minutes approved by your Meeting on marriage

d. Any minutes approved by your Meeting relative to Colorado’s
Amendment 2.

I will need to make myself aware of these materials and will do so. It is
also appropriate for me to address these requests to you as Clerks. As Clerk
of Continuing Committee, however, Randy is the one who assembles the
books for reference by attending Friends; It is more efficient, therefore, for
you to send these items directly to him.

I appreciate your timely cooperation.



1720 Linden Avenue
Ooulder, Colorado 00304
March 24, 1 993

Dear barb,

Our guest speaker is eager to know the overall schedule for IMYII. I
assume .iou will send him and his wife, Gay, all the registration materials
with a letter clarifying what they should or should not do with it. The
sooner the!.4 can get at least the schedule the happier theyll be.

This involves less activitil on our part than for the Franklins last
year so Im sure you can take it in stride. The Johnsons will be renting a car
at the airport and taking care of their transportation. Her&s the address:

Eric and Gay Johnson
6110 Ardleigh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19 130—1520

Thanks for taking care of this.

C hee rf ii 11 y,

Martin



1720 Linden Avenue
boulder, Colorado 00304
March 24.. 1 993

Dear Randy,

I dont remember whether or not I sent you a copy of the enclosed
letter to Clerks of IMYM Meetings arid Worship Groups: in any case, here it is.
I also enclose some materials of interest that you may want to include in
the collections goure making.

Cheerful 1y,

Martin

Enclosures: 4



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 60304
March 24, 1993

Charles Rostkowski, Clerk
Salt Lake Meeting
161 East Second Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

Dear Chuck,

Thanks for sending me the Meeting’s minute on Amendment 2. I
forwarded it to Randy. There’s a business session at IMYM which has
Amendment 2 and our next site for the annual gathering as its agenda.
I look forward to seeing Friends there from all parts of IMYM so we can
benefit from each others leadings and sensitivities on this issue.

Cheerfully,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 60304
April 13, 1993

Mathew Harding
6 Plymouth Street
Wang an ui
North Island
New Zealand

Dear riathew Harding,

Vesterdays mail brought a copy of your November letter ot inquiry
regarding independent Friends. I think I can answer some of your questions
and I’ve made a few contacts on your behalf that rriaq be fruitful.

First of all, I contacted Sara Palmer at Wider Quaker Fellowship who
had forwarded your letter. I thought it might be worthwhile to avoid
duplication and wondered if she had arranged for any material to be sent to
you. As a result of our conversation she said she would look into having
materials sent to you from Pendle Hill Publishers; I hope this results in your
getting literature from them.

Secondly, I contacted the editors of Friends Bulletin, a magazine put
out to serve three different independent yearly meetings, including my own
(Intermountain Yearly Meeting). From this source you will be sent several
issues of the publication, at least, and perhaps other materials as well.

Thirdly. I can share with you some of the little knowledge and thought
I have with regard to your interest in Independent Yearly Meetings within
the various streams of American Friends. If I use the term “American” to
relate narrowly to the USA, we can identify three major organizational
on en tat i on s.

One orientation is that of unprogrammed Friends who have no paid
ministry, whose wot-ship involves centerinq down in silent waitinq upon the
Lord, who speak out of the silence as the Spirit moves, and who relate to
social witness as a consequence of their spiritual leadings. Some of these
unprogrammed Friends are more “silent” than others, some are more
“socially active” than others, some ore more “Christocentric” than others.
As a result of this diversity, some Worship sessions will seem more
focused on intellectual concerns than on spiritual leadings, some social



action will seem more politically than spiritually motivated, end some
terminology will seem more akin to universalism then to Christianity.

A second organizational orientation is that of pastoral Friends who
perceive great value in releasing some of their members to do pastoral work
on behalf of the Meeting. These Friends generally respect end make room in
their worship for silence and they generally support strong social action
projects, including evangelical activity and the establishment of new
Meetings. Pastors are generally expected to play a leading role in the
worship, including the delivery of a sermon. Pastoral Friends are quite
clear in their Christian origin, values, and identities but they differ in their
interpretations of the Bible and Christianity and tend to fall into two major
groupings differentiated by degree of liberalism or conservativism. My own
perception of this is that liberal pastoral Friends do not Include Friends as
liberal as can be found among many unprogrammed Meetings (although some
unprogrammed Friends are quite conservative).

A third organizational orientation is that of the Friends Churches
which tend to be strongly evangelical, more fundamentalist in their
Christian values, more conservative In their social action, and place
considerable emphasis on the role of the pastor although lay members of the
church are active in all aspects of church life, including worship. My own
perception is that Friends Churches tend to be more conservative and
fundamentalist than conservative pastoral Meetings although some Friends
Churches are quite liberal. I believe an outside visitor would find less
within the Friends Church to distinguish it, superficially, from mainstream
protestant churches than would be true in the case of pastoral or
unprogrammed Meetings. My limited observation of the work of evangelical
Friends In other cultures is that the value of saving souls for Christ is
considered of primary importance and that relatively little attention is
paid, in converting someone, to the distinction between one form of
Christianity and another. It has also been my experience that the vast
majority of the pastors in the Friends Churches have been trained in other
protestant denominations and learn about Quakerism from the congregations
they serve after beginning to serve them.

What should be apparent from the preceding is that the organizational
structure does not clearly define the degrees of liberalism and
conservativism although it may often give a clue. Since Yearly Meetings
provide stimulation and nurture for Friends in individual Meetings or
Churches, it’s natural that when Yearly Meetings seek affiliations with each
other they will do so for one of several reasons: 1) to facilitate this
stimulation and nurture through interactions with similarly oriented

2



Friends; or 2) to bridge the gaps between differently oriented Friends so as
to achieve benefits not normally available. Independent Yearly Meetings
exist for one or more of several reasons. They may feel sufficiently unique
to not be comfortable or completely accepted; this doesn*t mean an inability
to get along with others but, rather, a lack of desire to maintain close and
continuous organizational relationships. They may feel a need to conserve
resources for their own spiritual experience and outreach rather than
diverting some of the resources into the organizational machinery and
processes of a larger structure. They may consider that bridge building and
mutual benefits can be achieved better through Friends structures other
than associations of Yearly Meetings——such as Friends World Committee,
Friends Committee on National Legislation, or American Friends Service
Committee. Or they may believe that bridge building, stimulation, nurture,
growth, may best be achieved through personal commitment and direct
experienc:e rather than through organizational mechanisms.

You rriight wonder as to my understanding of my own Yearly rieetinq. I
can accept the validity of a question regarding this but I must stress the
fact that there would be a variety of answers from various members of the
Yearly Meeting. My own answer has no particular validity as a consequence
of my being Clerk of the Meeting. Perhaps there is some significance in the
fact that to whatever extent my perceptions seem unusual to you or some
other Friends, they do not seem to interfere with this Yearly Meetings
capacity to accept me f or a two year term as its presiding clerk. It seems
to me that many Friends in Intermountain Yearly Meeting (unprogrammed
Friends in, for the most part, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah) place
tremendous emphasis on ‘that—of—od—in—all—peop1& and on an acceptance
of “that—of—od sufficiently broad to allow for a wide range of personal
interpretations. If our value system brings with it a conviction that each
human being possesses qualities that merit love and respect, our behavior
will reflect this in the wai we relate to one another——in worship, in making
decisions, in conducting our lives, and in reaching out to help others who are
Friends or are not Friends. We seek procedures and associations, therefore.
that will be consistent with and will reinforce this value system.

1m not sure youil find this response helpful; its the best I can do in
the time available to me. I wish you well with your seminar.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
.1 ...._I. .4III4
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4-16-1993

Dear Jonathan,

Since I hope to see you at the Colorado General Meeting today, I
thought I’d write a brief note motivated by my reading of the latest
newsletter from Fort Collins Meeting. First of all, I want to express
pleasure at notice of your nomination to be the next Clerk of the Meeting;
that’s a good sign of the ongoing health and vitality of the Meeting. Second I
want to share my reaction to the clear statement by your Meeting
indicating the desire that AFSC abandon its commitment to social change.

This suggestion is easy to understand and to follow——if one agrees
with it. I am not moved to argue the virtue of it here but it raises questions
in my mind regarding which I’d appreciate clarification. Is the intent to
return AFSC to a focus that will eliminate much of the controversy? Is
there a distrust of, or disagreement with, what AFSC interprets as
appropriate social change or appropriate methods of working for social
change? Is there a belief that Friends con better address the need for social
change through other channels? Or is there a feeling that Friends have no
concern for social change——that working for social change is, essentially,
not consistent with Quaker values? If this last is true, then I am confused,
in need of guidance, and led to engage in further searching with you.

If you can help me to greater clarity on this matter, I’d appreciate it.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
April 20, 1993

Helen K. W. White
310 Country Club Drive
Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730 (Tel. 803/327-2314)

Deer Helen White,

June shared with me your message. I’m pleased that you’ll be able to
participate in this years IMYM. I am enclosing the registration materials.

I am sending a copy of this letter to several people, as indicated
below:

To Leslie Stephens (of our Operations Committee) at 6467 Chase
Drive, Arvada, CO 80003 Tel. 303/423-5194, I am drawing attention to
your desire to have a table available for FWCC materials.

To Jerrg Krenz (Coordinator of Interest and Concern Groups) at
10107 Gold Hill Road, Boulder, Colorado 60302 Tel. 303/442-8492, I am
drawing attention to your possible interest in setting up or participating in
an Interest Group on FWCC; I’d advise coordinating this with Arline Hobson.

To Arflne Hebsen (one of our FWCC representatives who is already
scheduled for an FWCC Concern group) at 1538 W. Greenlee St., Tucson,
Arizona 85705 Tel. 602/687—3050, I am drawing attention to your interest
and plans to attend——of which she is probably already aware.

In addition to what arrangements you may make with the above, you
can be assured that you will be identifled at our Wednesday evening
gathering for business. You will also note a 15 minute time period for an
FWCC report during our Thursday morning business session; this has been
left for our FWCC representatives to organize.

I look forward to meeting you.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM



1720 Linden AYenue
boulder, Colorado 80304
Meg 10, 1993

Arline Hobson
1538 W. Greenlee Street
Tucson, Arizona 85705

Deer Arline,

Thank you for your letter of the 8th with the update on Jon Miller
replacing Elaine Emmi end your plans for the FWCC Concern Groups. I em
forwarding your letter to Jerry Krenz who is the Coordinator for Interest
end Concern Groups.

Please note, if you haven’t already done so, that one of the IMYM
Meetings of worship for business agendas (Os shown in the registration
pocket schedule) includes a 15 minute time slot for an FWCC report. I’d
appreciate your taking the lead in determining how best to utilize this time.
Thank you for your help with that

I look forward to our gethering.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin

copy: Jerry Krenz 10107 Gold Hill Rd., boulder, CO 80302



I MVM 1992-1993
(5-20-1993)

ARZONA HALF—YEARL? MEETING
Pat Corbett HC 1, Box 745, Benson, AZ 85602
602/576—1361/27 (radiotelephone number is restricted)

Cochise 1111: Elizabeth Compuzano Rt. I Box 170, McNeal, AZ 85617
602 /642-3547

Flagstaff MM: Kay Bordwell 1427 Cochran, Flagstaff, AZ 65001
602/779-3515

Hermosillo WO: Norman Krekler Apartado 15, Sucursal A, Hermosillo,
Sonora, Mexico

Prescott WO: Nick Macen 819 Norris, Prescott, AZ 86301
602/778-5971

Phoenix MM: Shirley Hilfinger 1002 E. Las Palmaritas,, Phoenix, AZ 85020
602/943-0508

Pirna MM: Meredith Little 1514 E. Kleindale Rd., Tucson, AZ 05719
602/327-8973

Sun City WO: Anne Timmer 12423 Oluestern Dr.. Sun City West AZ 05375
602/974—9069 or (probably more correct) 602/584—9422

Tempe MM: Dave Nachrnan Use Mtg. House address (3 1 8 E. 1 5th St., Tempe,
AZ 85261) for normal correspondence:. Mtg. House tel. w/ answering
machine is 602/968—3966. Home address for Dave Nachrnan is 1933
E. La Jolla Dr., Tempe, AZ 85282 and home tel. is 602/730- 1504.

COLORADO REGIONAL MEETING
Pamela Avery 4353 E. 119 Way, Thornton, CO 00233
303/457-1230

Boulder MM: Binnie Avery 600 Kalmia Ave., Boulder CO 80304
303/443-1592

Grand Valley WO: Gary and Janette Lobdell 1220 Colorado, Grand Junction,
CO 01501 303/243-3640

Western Slope WO: Steve Smilack 2755 103 Rd., Carbondale, CO 01623
303/963-1314

Colorado Springs MM: Julie Roten 375 Rock Creek Mesa Rd. Colorado
Springs, CO 80926 719/579-0699

Fort Collins MM: Jonathan Taylor 3630 Capital Drive, Fort Collins. CO
0526 303/225-0154

Steamboat Springs WO: Ken Janson Box 1000, Steamboat Springs, CO
—,,s
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Mountain View MM: Ld Wood 20/1 brape St., Denver. L:u b020 /
303/321-2735

Westside WO: Dorothy Aldrich 465 Garland St., Lakewoud, CO 00226
303/235-0731

NEW MEXICO REGIONAL MEETING
Cathy Turner 2 15 E. Houghton #2, Santa Fe, NM 0750 1 -4442
505/964-3256

Albuquerque MM: Margaux Baker P.O. Box 40105, Albuquerque, NM 87196
505/242-0200

ClearLight WG: Pat Habicht P.O. Box 3030, Taos, NM 87571
505/758-8745

Larnbs Community WO: Dill and Genie Durland Erimnias PD Box 308,
Cokedale, CO 81032 719/846-7480

Gallup WG: Rosemar! Dlaric:hard 861 Lewarin Dr., Gallup, NM 87301—0104
505/722-5315

Soccoro WG: Kitty Dejnar Star Pt. 2, Box 94, Soccoro. NM 8700 1
505/035-0013

Durango liii: Ross Worleg 10525 Highway 550, Durango. CD 01301
303/259-6542

Farrnington WG:
Inactive (Meg ilorovek 18 Road 5207, Oloomfield, NM 07413)

Mancos WO: Torn Vaughan PU Box 327. Moncos, CO 6 1320
303/533-9060

El Paso tiM: Co—Clerks: Cynthia Rains 5076 Regulus Dr.. El Paso TX 79923
and Bonnie Lyons—Cohen 3301 McKinley, El Paso, TX 79930 915/565—9043
Southeast New Mexico WO: Gail A. Lloyd 616 N. 1 ith, Carlsbad, NM 00220

505/087-0534
Gila MM: Contact, Elizabeth Simon, Ranchito del Rio, #1125. Faywood. NM

88034 505/536-7665
Las Cruces MM: Susan Tweit 1995 Crescent Drive, Las Cruces, NM 80005

505/527-4061
Santa Fe MM: Phillip Holliday, Friendgs iltg. House, 630 Canyon Rd.., Santa

Fe, NIl 87501 505/900—9736 (11:30 All — 1:00 PM onh’)
Chamisa PM: Betsy Bartels, 2463 Camino Capitan, Santa Fe, NM 87505

505/473—9 110), prefer mail to P0 Box 4534, Santa Fe, NM 07502
Las Vegas W6: Curtis Sollohub 205A Montezuma Pt., Las Vegas, Nil 07701

505/425-0552
Los Alamo5 WG Peggy Evans 625 La Baiada Wrnte Pock Nil 87544

505/672-9042
— — .. . - I I — — — — - — — — 11.4 1 .
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Los Lunas WG: Dyck Vermilye Los Lunas Correctional Facil. 505/097—7093

LITAH FRIENDS FELLOWSHIP
Pat Oohrn Trostle 20 1 East 500 South, River Heights, UT 04321
801/753-6398

Logan jIM: Kurt Smith 265 E., 200 N, Logan UT 84321
fl1 7)-’1ñ

— I ? I 1’..

Salt Lake MM: Chuck Rostkowski 3161 Orinker Ave., Ogden, UT 04403
001/393-0326

Moab WO: Cqnthia Smith 1939 Spanish Valleq Dr., Moab, UT 84532
001/259-5306

Richfield WG: Jeri Davis 545 Mountain View Drive. Richfield, UT 04701
001/896-6779

AFFIlIATED DR RELATED

Mexico City liii: Peter URen Junta Mensual de Los Amigos de Mexico, Casa
de los Amigos, Ignacio Moriscal 132, Mexico City, Mexico 06030; Tel.
705-0521 or 0646 or 0771

Wyoming MM: Donn Kesselheim 22 Pheasant Run Dr., Lander, WY 0252c:’
307/332-6510

Lubbock PM: Susan 8orrick 2012 71st Street, Lubbock,TX 79412
806/745-0921

Midland MM: Carol Clark P0 Dox 0451, Midland, TX 79708
915/697-1826
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1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 60304
May 21, 1993

Ted Church
4ArcoNW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 67120

Deer Ted,

A few matters for communication as we approach the IMYM sessions.
Enclosed is my latest version of the IMYM Clerks list I also want to thank
you for the tremendous help you’ve provided in sharing your awareness of
changes. I hope you can continue providing this and other kinds of support to
Bill and Genie Durlend as the new IMYM clerks. You provide a tremendously
valuable role model to any of us doing organizational work within IMYM.

I regret your necessary absence from this years IMYM gathering. May
your alternative activity be fruitful and satisfying. I also wish you well
with the the mountain of work you’ll continue to confront for FWCC.

Gratefully yours,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Color-edo 80304
Ileg2l, 1993

Arlene Hobson
1538 W. Greenlee Street
Tucson, Arizona 85705

Deer Arlene,

Thank gou for gour letter of the 17th. I’m most grateful for gour
concern end initiative with regard to IMYM end FWCC. I’m looking forward to
this upcoming session. There’ll be menu challenges and I hope I find the
ebilitg to meet them in a satisfactory fashion. It’s going to help to have
June able to Join me in attendance.

It will be a pleasure meeting with you again. Have a good trip.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



To: Tromas F. T’ior, General Secretary, FWCC
4 Byng Place, London WC1 E 7JH, England

From Martin Cobin, Outgoing Clerk, IMYM
Subject: Information for QUAKERS AROUND THE WORLD
Date: 4June, 1993

Here is a suqqested rriodification of the 1988 edltion copy to meet your” 31 Juiy dearJiirie if the
completion of an ongorng census yields more accurate data it may be possible for further
corrections to be provided to you by our incoming Co—Clerks, Bill and Genie Durlanid, or our
historian, Richard Butler. The new Clerks may also wish to improve on some of the wording.

INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Established: 1975
Membership: 928 adults
Meetings: 4 regional, 1 7 monthly, 14 worship groups
Central Address: Rotates but use can be made of the following: c/o

Albuquerque Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends, 1600 Fifth Street NW,, Albuquerque, NM
87102, U.S.A.

The Intermountain Yearly Meeting was established in 1975 by Friends i’rom
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and neighboring areas who had met as a
Fellowship for five preceding years.

Since its formation IMYM has emphasized the Monthly Meetings as the
primary place for the work of the Society of Friends. The role of the Yariy
Meeting is seen as providing opportunities to enjoy spiritual growth, warm
fellowship, and a network of communication and sUpport throughout the
wide geographical area. Yearly Meeting committees and working groups have
been formed from time to time, in response to leadings that gain the suuort
of the constituent Meetings.

There are four regional meetings in MYM: Arizona Half Yearly, Colorado
General, New Mexico General, and Utah Friends Fellowship, representing
seventeen meetings and various (currently fourteen) worship groups. Mexico
City Monthly Meeting is included in both our fellowship and that of Pacific
Yearly Meeting. in 1993 there were 928 adult members, an increase of
45.9% since 1 985. There are also a significant number of junior or
associate members and a larger number of regular attenders.

Yearly Meetings are held each June in a variety of sites within the larger
geographic area. Primary officers are chosen in rotation from each of the
regions in order to facilitate communication over the distances involved.


